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Australia and New 
Zealand Horizon 
Scanning Network, 
Australia and New 
Zealand (ANZHSN, 
including Adelaide 
Health Technology 
Assessment 
[AHTA])

https://www.effectivehealthcare.ahrq.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/horizon-
scan_research-2013.pdf

Difffusion Emerging 
technology bulletins 
- overview of rate 
of progress and 
development

Basque Office for 
Health Technology 
Assessment, 
Basque Country 
(OSTEBA)

https://www.effectivehealthcare.ahrq.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/horizon-
scan_research-2013.pdf

A think-tank/group : " a group of health care
professionals, including physicians, nurses, and professionals involved in health management."

Canadian Agency 
for Drugs and 
Technologies in 
Health, Canada 
(CADTH)

https://www.cadth.ca/sites/default/files/pdf/ES%20External%20Audience
%20Process%20Doc.pdf  

targeted literature search No duplication with other HS efforts solicites feedback from 
directly affected stakeholders

Report with 
statement of 
objectives and 
methods and 
approach used

Supporting 
Innovation through 
Regulation and 
Science: Ireland as 
an Innovation Hub 
for Health Products

https://doi.org/10.1159/000481427 

Italian Horizon 
Scanning Project, 
Servizio 
Farmaceutico 
Territoriale, Italy 
(IHSP)

Expected/forecasted utilisation (using patient numbers etc.) + 
Innovation score, thoruh consensuse =  ‘A’ (important), ‘B’ (moderate) 
and ‘C’ (modest).

IHSP produces three different reports, which 
appear
36, 18, and 12 months, respectively, before 
the European
M.A. date

State research agency Retrospectively, evaluatin 
the prioritisation criteria 
which best signaled the 
imapct of the technoolgy.

National Horizon 
Scanning Centre, 
England (NHSC) + 
(Their research 
paper: Past 
speculations of the 
future: a review of 
the methods used 
for forecasting 
emerging health 
technologies )

The technology is emerging or new to NHSC or is a significant change in indication or use of an existing 
technology
2. The technology has an innovative quality, such as:
a. It may be a new drug class or pharmacologic target for the specific patient group.
b. It may be more effective than current preventive, diagnostic, treatment, or rehabilitative options.
c. It may have a better risk-benefit ratio than current options.
d. It may offer improved identification of those who may benefit or be harmed by an intervention.
e. It may offer significant potential for cost savings or expenditure if fully adopted.
f. It may require significant service reorganization for optimum use. 48

impact on NHS; cost, health benefit, fiffusion rate (too fast or too 
slow), ethical, social , legal, patient related issues; impact on medical 
guidelines

industry information, affiliate agencies LAY SUMMARY
TARGET GROUP
TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION INNOVATION 
and/or ADVANTAGES DEVELOPER
PATIENT GROup BACKGROUND CLINICAL 
NEED and BURDEN OF DISEASE   PATIENT 
PATHWAY   RELEVANT GUIDANCE  NICE 
GUIDANCE NHS ENGLAND and POLICY 
GUIDANCE OTHER GUIDANCE CURRENT 
TREATMENT OPTIONS EFFICACY and 
SAFETY 
ESTIMATED COST and IMPAC COST IMPACT 
– SPECULATIVE IMPACT ON PATIENTS AND 
CARERS IMPACT ON HEALTH and SOCIAL 
CARE SERVICES IMPACT ON COSTS and 
OTHER RESOURCE USE OTHER ISSUES
REFERENCES

public events process and output audit: 
completeness of the 
search record, recording 
of external input, 
recording of expert 
contact details, clear filing 
of information used, the 
clear statement of the 
innovation in the briefing 
fully referenced  with CCI 
material labelled. ---; 
external review. 

Swedish Council on 
Technology 
Assessment in 
Health Care, 
Sweden (SBU)

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fphar.2017.00674/pdf Drug regulators e.g. EMA) level of interest by patients/ media + anticipated sub-optimal uptake + new form of treament/medical class other available treamtent/ who prescrbers will be/ ongoing studies + 
psssibilities to study utilisation

other national equivalents 
peer review it

UK PharmaScan https://www.ukpharmascan.org.uk/static/about Systematic input by Pharma (ABPI) novelty/Mode of action + originator company ( see powerpoint for 
more HTA-like drug specific informations types).

Oxford Centre for 
Monitoring and 
Diagnosis in 
Primary Care

https://www.community.healthcare.mic.nihr.ac.uk/about-us/horizon-
scanning-1    

Policy priority? 10.1136/bmj.39525.550764.3A + Participants were asked to rate the importance of, 
or their level of agreement with, each criterion using a seven-point Likert scale, 
where 1 indicated low and 7 high importance or levels of agreement…" Based on this 
analysis three priority groups were created: (1) high priority, at least 70% of 
respondents ranked 6 or 7, (2) intermediate priority, 50-69% of respondents, and (3) 
moderate priority,"...A second questionnaire was then developed, placing the 
criteria in the aforementioned three priority groups. The experts were informed of 
the method used to group the criteria and were asked to indicate whether they 
agreed or disagreed with the placement of each criterion into its respective priority 
group. If they disagreed with the placement of a criterion, they were asked to 
suggest which category the criterion should be placed into (high, intermediate or 
moderate) and provide clarifying comments for their opinion. General comments 
were also invited. The final questionnaire responses were reviewed at a focus panel 
meeting of a smaller group of experts."

impact on primary care + further "research required to facilitate 
implimentation"

"We also aimed to assess 
the criteria systematically 
by developing an 
international consensus, 
s, but also their relative 
importance." - 

Masum H, Ranck J, 
Singer PA. Five 
promising methods 
for health 
foresight. Foresight 
2010;12:54–66. 
doi:10.1108/14636
681011020182Cros
sRefGoogle Scholar

https://www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/abs/10.1108/1463668101102018
2 

Enabling experts to collaboratively scan for innovations could act as an ‘‘idea radar’’ to look
for emerging trends and out-of-the-box solutions

Delphi methodology: þ Concrete consensus answers, and transparent process 2 Time-consuming; 
seldom creates out of the box results…; "more appropriate for policy choice in translational research 
than in predicting avenues of creative discovery " not "out of the box"...."he participants need to 
collectively possess a rare combination of breadth, experience, credibility, and insight. The questions 
asked of them should be of clear importance, with a variety of possible approaches. And effective 
analysis serves to deepen and cluster suggested approaches"...‘‘Delphic oracle’’ might be used: VOL. 
12 NO. 1 2010 jforesightj PAGE 59 diverse domain experts, each of whom had agreed to be ‘‘on call’’ for 
Delphi-type questions in the health sphere. Subsets of these experts could be utilized for particular 
questions, with results remaining online for others to build on or refer to. An existing partial prototype 
is ‘‘real-time Delphi’’, which is roundless and feeds expert answers back to participants in real 
time[2]"----; A method related to Delphi which has this ‘‘persistently online’’ character is Idea 
Futures, also called Prediction Markets. The method combines diverse opinions by opening up 
statements and claims to a large group, and using a market-based approach to create an ongoing 
‘‘price’’ for each claim (Miles, 2008). As in futures and option markets, claims pay off after some set 
period if given conditions are true. For example, one might trade claims on ‘‘Will an effective Malaria 
Vaccine be developed by 2015?’’ Proponents claim that, by using markets with appropriate 
participants, price signals can reflect a robust, ongoing estimate of the likelihood of important events 
occurring. A counterargument is that real futures markets have mis-signaled important events that in 
hindsight may have been predictable. If conditions under which the method works are clarified, then 
this could be an out-of-the-box way to bring in a range of opinions on future health advances."

"The Malaria Vaccine Technology Roadmap" "the roadmapping process yields documents describing
some subset of the following: the challenge(s) to be solved; key platforms, processes, and
technologies required to reach solutions; diagrams, timelines, and milestones; investment
requirements and resource estimates; technology and demand forecasts; and risk analyses."..."technology transfer, marketing, 
finances, intellectual-property production, standards, and other
issues[6]."...."unconference": the agenda free meetgins amongst experts.

Evaluation of nine 
consensus indices in 
delphi foresight research 
and their 
dependency on delphi 
survey characteristics: A 
simulation study and 
debate 
on delphi design and 
interpretation

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0135162 The extent of consensus (or the lack thereof) among experts in emerging  fields of innovation can serve as antecedents of scientific, societal, investor and stakeholder synergy or 
conflict. Naturally, how we measure consensus is of great importance to science and technology strategic  foresight. The Delphi methodology is a widely used anonymous survey 
technique to evaluate consensus among a panel of experts. Surprisingly, there is little guidance on how indices of consensus can be influenced by parameters of the Delphi survey 
itself. We simulated a classic three-round Delphi survey building on the concept of clustered consen-sus/dissensus. We evaluated three study characteristics that are pertinent for 
design of Delphi foresight research: (1) the number of survey questions, (2) the sample size, and (3) the extent to which experts conform to group opinion (the Group Conformity 
Index) in a Delphi study. Their impacts on the following nine Delphi consensus indices were then examined in 1000 simulations: Clustered Mode, Clustered Pairwise Agreement, 
Conger's Kappa, De Moivre index, Extremities Version of the Clustered Pairwise Agreement, Fleiss' Kappa, Mode, the Interquartile Range and Pairwise Agreement. The dependency 
of a consensus index on the Delphi survey characteristics was expressed from 0.000 (no dependency) to 1.000 (full dependency). The number of questions (range: 6 to 40) in a 
survey did not have a notable impact whereby the dependency values remained below 0.030. The variation in sample size (range: 6 to 50) displayed the top three impacts for the 
Interquartile Range, the Clustered Mode and the Mode (dependency = 0.396, 0.130, 0.116, respectively). The Group Conformity Index, a construct akin to measuring 
stubbornness/flexibility of experts' opinions, greatly impacted all nine Delphi consensus indices (dependency = 0.200 to 0.504), except the Extremity  CPWA and the Interquartile 
Range that were impacted only beyond the first decimal point (dependency = 0.087 and 0.083, respectively). Scholars in technology design, foresight research and future(s) studies 
might consider these new findings in strategic planning of Delphi studies, for example, in rational choice of consensus indices and sample size, or accounting for confounding factors 
such as experts' variable degrees of conformity (stubbornness/flexibility) in modifying their opinions.

Delphi studies are a cornerstone in deciphering the emerging technology and innovation future(s), helping guide attendant public policies....; nine Delphi consensus indices were then examined Using a simulation approach, we evaluated the three key parameters whose variation conceivably can influence the observed consensus 
in Delphi studies:

number of survey questions varying from 6 to 40;
number of participating experts (i.e., the sample size) varying from 6 to 50; and
variation in the extent to which experts conform to group opinion (the Group Conformity Index, GCI) [8] in a Delphi study.

A Delphi 
technology 
foresight study: 
Mapping social 
construction of 
scientific evidence 
on metagenomics 
tests for water 
safety

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0129706 Access to clean water is a grand challenge in the 21<sup>st</sup> century. Water safety testing for pathogens currently depends on surrogate measures such as fecal indicator 
bacteria (e.g., E. coli). Metagenomics concerns high-throughput, culture-independent, unbiased shotgun sequencing of DNA from environmental samples that might transform water 
safety by detecting waterborne pathogens directly instead of their surrogates. Yet emerging innovations such as metagenomics are often fiercely contested. Innovations are subject 
to shaping/construction not only by technology but also social systems/values in which they are embedded, such as experts' attitudes towards new scientific evidence. We conducted 
a classic three-round Delphi survey, comprised of 107 questions. A multidisciplinary expert panel (n = 24) representing the continuum of discovery scientists and policymakers 
evaluated the emergence of metagenomics tests. To the best of our knowledge, we report here the first Delphi foresight study of experts' attitudes on (1) the top 10 priority 
evidentiary criteria for adoption of metagenomics tests for water safety, (2) the specific issues critical to governance of metagenomics innovation trajectory where there is consensus 
or dissensus among experts, (3) the anticipated time lapse from discovery to practice of metagenomics tests, and (4) the role and timing of public engagement in development of 
metagenomics tests. The ability of a test to distinguish between harmful and benign waterborne organisms, analytical/clinical sensitivity, and reproducibility were the top three 
evidentiary criteria for adoption of metagenomics. Experts agree that metagenomic testing will provide novel information but there is dissensus on whether metagenomics will 
replace the current water safety testing methods or impact the public health end points (e.g., reduction in boil water advisories). Interestingly, experts view the publics relevant in a 
"downstream capacity" for adoption of metagenomics rather than a co productionist role at the "upstream" scientific design stage of metagenomics tests. In summary, these findings 
offer strategic foresight to govern metagenomics innovations symmetrically: by identifying areas where acceleration (e.g., consensus areas) and deceleration/reconsideration (e.g., 
dissensus areas) of the innovation trajectory might be warranted. Additionally, we show how scientific evidence is subject to potential social construction by experts' value systems 
and the need for greater upstream public engagement on metagenomics innovations.

a track record of publications and/or professional scholarly engagements in water safety … Purposive sampling followed by snowball recruitment was used for experts’ participation in the study. Fifty-two 
experts consented to participate in the study. Each expert was assigned a randomly generated code (between 0 and 999) by a study coordinator to safeguard anonymity... "In brief, the above first round 
responses were analyzed using the NVivo [37] qualitative data analysis software. A word cloud was created using the open access word cloud generator wordle.net. The latter algorithm assigns greater 
prominence (using font size) to words that appear more frequently in the source text (Fig 3). We noted the broad themes emergent from the experts’ responses and subsequently categorized the issues 
thematically. Repetitive headings were Fig 3. Word cloud generated from the Delphi round 1 responses. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0129706.g003 Emergence of Metagenomics Evidence and Experts' Attitudes 
PLOS ONE | DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0129706 June 11, 2015 6 / 19 removed and an initial list was created. The responses were then re-read alongside the list of categories and coded accordingly. The 
coded sections were organized under the headings. Headings that were coded most were selected. The wording for each selected heading was chosen to represent as closely as possible the range of 
corresponding coded sections.".. "Table 1provides the six thematic heading categories used to generate and structure the 107 Delphi survey questions for the rounds 2 and 3. The Delphi survey questions are 
displayed in the S1 Text. The survey also included a question on the top 10 evidentiary priorities to be considered in the decision whether or not metagenomic testing should be widely adopted for water 
safety. The second round survey asked the respondents to rate each question on a 7-point agreement, desirability and/or feasibility Likert scale (S1 Text), with 1 and 7 signifying the least and the most 
desirable/feasible, respectively [38]. Some questions were rated on more than one scale (e.g., desirability and feasibility) each of which counted as an itemized response to that question (S1 Text). Following 
the rating scales for each item, space was provided where experts were encouraged to make explicit the assumptions their ratings were based on, as well as to add any other free text comments.The third 
round survey consisted of the same questions as in the second round and provided the respondents the opportunity to revise or recalibrate their ratings after having seen the group’s anonymous summary 
ratings from the second round. Data Analysis The threshold for “consensus” was established a priori. If at least 75% of the experts rated a question as one of the top two (a score of six or seven on the 7-point 
Likert scale) or bottom two (a score of one or two) scores, the survey question was considered to have achieved consensus. Conversely, the respondents were deemed to have “dissensus” on a survey 
question if the bottom 3 points as a group (a score of one, two or three) and the top 3 points as a group (a score of five, six or seven) each gathered at least 33% of ratings. The respondents’ ratings of the 
questions between the second and the third round were compared visually by plotting the standard deviations for each of the survey question (Fig 4)." We note that the literature on Delphi surveys traditionally 
recommends a panel of 10 to 15 experts [35, 36], a sample size that was exceeded in the present Delphi study with a final sample of 24 experts."

he classic Delphi study has three rounds: (1) a general questionnaire asking panel members
to identify the pressing issues in a given knowledge domain (e.g., an emerging technology
such as metagenomics); 2) a second-round questionnaire asking panel members to rate the importance
of the list of the issues identified from the first round; (3) a third-round questionnaire,

We conducted focused 
searches of grey literature 
sources, including online 
genetic databases, 
registries, and 
laboratories, to identify 
new genetic tests that are 
currently in clinical use. 
One definition of grey 
literature is, “that which is 
produced on all levels of 
government, academics, 
business and industry in 
print and electronic 
formats, but which is not 
controlled by commercial 
publishers”.6 Listed below 
are Web sites that were 
frequently visited to 
gather information on 
new genetic tests.

Using strategic 
foresight to assess 
conservation 
opportunity

https://doi.org/10.1111/cobi.12404 The nature of conservation challenges can foster a reactive, rather than proactive approach to decision making. Failure to anticipate problems before they escalate results in the 
need for more costly and time-consuming solutions. Proactive conservation requires forward-looking approaches to decision making that consider possible futures without being 
overly constrained by the past. Strategic foresight provides a structured process for considering the most desirable future and for mapping the most efficient and effective approaches 
to promoting that future with tools that facilitate creative thinking. The process involves 6 steps: setting the scope, collecting inputs, analyzing signals, interpreting the information, 
determining how to act, and implementing the outcomes. Strategic foresight is ideal for seeking, recognizing, and realizing conservation opportunities because it explicitly encourages 
a broad-minded, forward-looking perspective on an issue. Despite its potential value, the foresight process is rarely used to address conservation issues, and previous attempts have 
generally failed to influence policy. We present the strategic foresight process as it can be used for proactive conservation planning, describing some of the key tools in the foresight 
tool kit and how they can be used to identify and exploit different types of conservation opportunities. Scanning is an important tool for collecting and organizing diverse streams of 
information and can be used to recognize new opportunities and those that could be created. Scenario planning explores how current trends, drivers of change, and key uncertainties 
might influence the future and can be used to identify barriers to opportunities. Backcasting is used to map out a path to a goal and can determine how to remove barriers to 
opportunities. We highlight how the foresight process was used to identify conservation opportunities during the development of a strategic plan to address climate change in New 
York State. The plan identified solutions that should be effective across a range of possible futures. Illustrating the application of strategic foresight to identify conservation 
opportunities should provide the impetus for decision makers to explore strategic foresight as a way to support more proactive conservation policy, planning, and management.

Driver analysis: a
process to
identify and
group trends,
determine the
drivers of these
trends, and the
relationships
between drivers
(HSC 2014)

Strategic foresight: 
how planning for 
the unpredictable 
can improve 
environmental 
decision-making

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tree.2014.07.005 The issues identified are analyzed at expert workshops akin to a Delphi approach, whereby the most significant 15–25 threats are 
selected via a confidential, iterative scoring process [64]. Some possible limitations of this approach include that the experts 
selected can heavily influence the results [14], making it important to draw on a wide range of individuals to capture issues 
currently unknown to conservation professionals.

Horizon scan of 
nanomedicinal 
products

10.2217/nnm.15.21 Advanced warning of potential new opportunities and threats related to biodiversity allows decision-makers to act strategically to maximize benefits or minimize costs. Strategic 
foresight explores possible futures, their consequences for decisions, and the actions that promote more desirable futures. Foresight tools, such as horizon scanning and scenario 
planning, are increasingly used by governments and business for long-term strategic planning and capacity building. These tools are now being applied in ecology, although generally 
not as part of a comprehensive foresight strategy. We highlight several ways foresight could play a more significant role in environmental decisions by: monitoring existing problems, 
highlighting emerging threats, identifying promising new opportunities, testing the resilience of policies, and defining a research agenda.

100 identifying nanomedicinal 
products that are undergoing 
clinical investigation in 
humans,..European Clinical 
Trial Registry 
https://www.clinicaltrialsregis
ter.eu/
Global Clinical Trial Registry

 as well as products already 
approved by the EMA or the FDA

EMA  excludes applications that are 
in an earlier phase of the 
pipeline, such as early animal 
testing

Each product was classified using the following five graduated categories (by analogy with Etheridge et al. [23]), 
to describe the likelihood that the application or product involved a nanosized drug:

• Confirmed – nanomedicinal product with literature reference citing a functional component with dimension at or 
less than 1000 nm (i.e., nanoscale);

• Likely – nanomedicinal product with literature reference suggesting a functional component on the nanoscale, 
but specific size information was not available;

• Potential – nanomedicinal product with a functional component that could be on the nanoscale (e.g., 
liposomes), but without literature reference providing a strong indication of size;

• Unlikely – nanomedicinal product with literature reference suggesting potential nanocomponent larger than 
nanoscale (e.g., multilaminar liposomes), but without specific size information;

• Questionable – nanomedicinal product identified in literature as ‘nanomedicine’ or ‘nanotechnology’, but without 
any clear medical relevance or with a size clearly larger than nanoscale.

 Only products approved by the EMA and classified by us as confirmed or likely 
medicinal products on a nanoscale were included.

Each product was classified using the following five graduated categories (by analogy with Etheridge et al. [23]), to describe the 
likelihood that the application or product involved a nanosized drug:

• Confirmed – nanomedicinal product with literature reference citing a functional component with dimension at or less than 1000 
nm (i.e., nanoscale);

• Likely – nanomedicinal product with literature reference suggesting a functional component on the nanoscale, but specific size 
information was not available;

• Potential – nanomedicinal product with a functional component that could be on the nanoscale (e.g., liposomes), but without 
literature reference providing a strong indication of size;

• Unlikely – nanomedicinal product with literature reference suggesting potential nanocomponent larger than nanoscale (e.g., 
multilaminar liposomes), but without specific size information;

• Questionable – nanomedicinal product identified in literature as ‘nanomedicine’ or ‘nanotechnology’, but without any clear 
medical relevance or with a size clearly larger than nanoscale.

compared with other 
nanomedicine lists

acedemic literature

Trans Tasman 
Radiation Oncology 
Group: 
Development of the 
Assessment of New 
Radiation Oncology 
Technology and 
Treatments 
(ANROTAT) 
Framework

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/1754-9485.12255 INTRODUCTION: The study aim was to develop a generic framework to derive the parameters to populate health-economic models for the rapid evaluation of new techniques and 
technologies in radiation oncology. 
METHODS: A draft framework was developed through horizon scanning for relevant technologies, literature review to identify framework models, and a workshop program with 
radiation oncology professionals, biostatisticians, health economists and consumers to establish the Framework's structure. It was tested using four clinical protocols, comparing 
intensity modulated with 3D conformal therapy (post-prostatectomy, anal canal and nasopharynx) and image-guided radiation therapy techniques with off-line review of portal 
imaging (in the intact prostate). 
RESULTS: The draft generic research framework consisted of five sequential stages, each with a number of components, and was assessed as to its suitability for deriving the 
evidence needed to populate the decision-analytic models required for the health-economic evaluations. A final Framework was established from this experience for use by future 
researchers to provide evidence of clinical efficacy and cost-utility for other novel techniques. The four clinical treatment sites tested during the project were considered suitable to 
use in future evaluations. 
CONCLUSIONS: Development of a generic research framework to predict early and long-term clinical outcomes, combined with health-economic data, produced a generally 
applicable method for the rapid evaluation of new techniques and technologies in radiation oncology. Its application to further health technology assessments in the radiation 
oncology sector will allow further refinement and support its generalisability.

prospective clinical data 
provided by participating sites

Comparing the costs and clinical treatment approaches and producing cost-utility endpoints to supportdecision-
making for the allocation of the scarce health dollar, was a critical requirement of the process. 

Horizon scanning 
for translational 
genomic research 
beyond bench to 
bedside

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4079725/ PURPOSE: The dizzying pace of genomic discoveries is leading to an increasing number of clinical applications. In this report, we provide a method for horizon scanning and 1 year 
data on translational research beyond bench to bedside to assess the validity, utility, implementation, and outcomes of such applications.
METHODS: We compiled cross-sectional results of ongoing horizon scanning of translational genomic research, conducted between 16 May 2012 and 15 May 2013, based on a 
weekly, systematic query of PubMed. A set of 505 beyond bench to bedside articles were collected and classified, including 312 original research articles; 123 systematic and other 
reviews; 38 clinical guidelines, policies, and recommendations; and 32 articles describing tools, decision support, and educational materials.
RESULTS: Most articles (62%) addressed a specific genomic test or other health application; almost half of these (n = 180) were related to cancer. We estimate that these 
publications account for 0.5% of reported human genomics and genetics research during the same time.
CONCLUSION: These data provide baseline information to track the evolving knowledge base and gaps in genomic medicine. Continuous horizon scanning of the translational 
genomics literature is crucial for an evidence-based translation of genomics discoveries into improved health care and disease prevention.Genet Med 16 7, 
535-538. © American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics.

online genomic applications in practice and 
prevention knowledge base. 
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ASERNIP-S: 
International trend 
setting

https://onlinelibrary-wiley-
com.ezproxy.ub.unimaas.nl/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1445-
2197.2008.04679.x 

The Australian Safety and Efficacy Register of New Interventional Procedures - Surgical (ASERNIP-S) came into being 10 years ago to provide health technology assessments 
specifically tailored towards new surgical techniques and technologies. It was and remains the only organisation in the world to focus on this area of research. Most funding has been 
provided by the Australian Government Department of Health, and assessments have helped inform the introduction of new surgical techniques into Australia. ASERNIP-S is a project 
of the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons. The ASERNIP-S program employs a diverse range of methods including systematic reviews, technology overviews, assessments of 
new and emerging surgical technologies identified by horizon scanning, and audit. Support and guidance for the program is provided by Fellows of the Royal Australasian College of 
Surgeons. ASERNIP-S works closely with consumers to produce health technology assessments and audits, as well as consumer information to keep patients fully informed of 
research. Since its inception, the ASERNIP-S program has developed a strong international profile through the production of over 60 reports on evidence-based surgery, surgical 
technologies and audit. The work undertaken by ASERNIP-S has evolved from assessments of the safety and efficacy of procedures to include guidance on policies and surgical 
training programs. ASERNIP-S needs to secure funding so that it can continue to play an integral role in the improvement of quality of care both in Australia and internationally. © 
2008 The Authors.

short horizon scanning technology prioritizing summaries are used when deciding 
whether a procedure should be further assessed; recommending a horizon scanning 
report. 

Update on Horizon 
Scans of Genetic 
Tests Currently 
Available for 
Clinical Use in 
Cancers [Internet].

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0078750/pdf/PubMe
dHealth_PMH0078750.pdf 

The Coverage and Analysis Group at the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) is interested in an update report of genetic tests for cancer conditions and the 
accompanying database to serve as a ready reference for their internal discussions in this area as well as the source for decisions on future topics for systematic reviews. CMS 
requested that the Technology Assessment Program (TAP) of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) conduct an update of genetic tests for cancer conditions that 
were identified since the 2006 horizon scan report on Genetic Testing for Cancer. AHRQ assigned this project to the Tufts Medical Center Evidence-based Practice Center (Contract 
Number: HHSA 2902007 10055 I, Task Order #3, work assignment #3). The main objective of this report is to provide succinct information along with a preliminary estimate on the 
amount of published literature available on each identified genetic test through grey literature search since 2006. Systematic review of selected tests will be the subject of future 
focused reviews. The contents in the database and in this report reflect the data of genetic tests that were obtained from manufacturers’ Web sites or other commercial Web sites, 
and should not be construed as definitive clinical evidence or as recommendations for their routine clinical use.

Gene Test Tracker database genetic tests that have applications in the common solid tumors and 
hematologic cancers. Tests that are already in clinical practice and 
tests that were utilized to monitor patient status and detect disease 
recurrence. The population of interest was adults with applicability to 
the Medicare age group. 

One page a "one-page 
summary" 
consisting a 
desciprtion of the 
test and its clinical 
use will be created 
and sent to Agency 
for Healthcare 
Research and 
Quality quarterly 
after the lists of 
genetic tests was 
identified. 

Quarterly basis relevance of the genectic 
tests and their evolution are 
assessed and updated 
biannually. 

Horizon scanning 
for invasive alien 
species with the 
potential to 
threaten 
biodiversity in 
Great Britain. 

http://plymsea.ac.uk/6640/1/GlobalChangeBiodiversity_final%20paper.p
df Invasive alien species (IAS) are considered one of the greatest threats to biodiversity, particularly through their interactions with other drivers of change. Horizon scanning, the 

systematic examination of future potential threats and opportunities, leading to prioritization of IAS threats is seen as an essential component of IAS management. Our aim was to 
consider IAS that were likely to impact on native biodiversity but were not yet established in the wild in Great Britain. To achieve this, we developed an approach which coupled 
consensus methods (which have previously been used for collaboratively identifying priorities in other contexts) with rapid risk assessment. The process involved two distinct phases: 
Preliminary consultation with experts within five groups (plants, terrestrial invertebrates, freshwater invertebrates, vertebrates  and marine species) to derive ranked lists of potential 
IAS. Consensus-building across expert groups to compile and rank the entire list of potential IAS. Five hundred and ninety-one species not native to Great Britain were considered. 
Ninety-three of these species were agreed to constitute at least a medium risk (based on score and consensus) with respect to them arriving, establishing and posing a threat to 
native biodiversity. The quagga mussel, Dreissena rostriformis bugensis, received maximum scores for risk of arrival, establishment and impact;  following discussions the unanimous 
consensus was to rank it in the top position. A further 29 species were considered to constitute a high risk and were grouped according to their ranked risk. The remaining 63 species 
were considered as medium risk, and included in an unranked long list. The information collated through this novel extension of the consensus method for horizon scanning provides 
evidence for underpinning and prioritizing management both for the species and, perhaps more importantly, their pathways of arrival. Although our study focused on Great Britain, 
we suggest that the methods adopted are applicable globally.

literature review and risk assessment 
with dynamic consensus method.

Making processes 
reliable: a 
validated pubmed 
search strategy for 
identifying new
or emerging 
technologies.

https://www-cambridge-org.ezproxy.ub.unimaas.nl/core/services/aop-
cambridge-
core/content/view/2782FAEFFF1BDEEE737FDA08E4A45268/S02664623
12000578a.pdf/making_processes_reliable_a_validated_pubmed_search
_strategy_for_identifying_new_or_emerging_technologies.pdf 

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES: Horizon scanning systems need to handle a wide range of sources to identify new or emerging health technologies. The objective of this study is to 
develop a validated Medline bibliographic search strategy (PubMed search engine) to systematically identify new or emerging health technologies.
METHODS: The proposed Medline search strategy combines free text terms commonly used in article titles to denote innovation within index terms that make reference to the 
specific fields of interest. Efficacy was assessed by running the search over a period of 1 year (2009) and analysing its retrieval performance (number and characteristics). For 
comparison purposes, all article abstracts published during 2009 in six preselected key research journals and eight high impact surgery journals were scanned. Sensitivity was defined 
as the proportion of relevant new or emerging technologies published in key journals that would be identified in the search strategy within the first 2 years of publication. 
RESULTS: The search yielded 6,228 abstracts of potentially new or emerging technologies. Of these, 459 were classified as new or emerging (383 truly new or emerging and 76 new 
indications). The scanning of 12,061 journal abstracts identified 35 relevant new or emerging technologies. Of these, twenty-nine were located within the Medline search strategy 
during the first 2 years of publication (sensitivity = 83 percent). 
CONCLUSIONS: The current search strategy, validated against key journals, has demonstrated to be effective for horizon scanning. Even though it can require adaptations depending 
on the scope of the horizon scanning system, it could serve to simplify and standardize scanning processes.

early warning system report published in 
the EuroScan database 

4 to 5 years excluding pharmaceuticals that are still in experimental phase. Technologies that are truly innovative: design, 
functioning and masterial are totally new or very different. 

Improving the 
efficiency and 
relevance of 
evidence-based 
recommendations 
in the
era of whole-
genome 
sequencing: an 
EGAPP methods 
update.

https://www.nature.com/articles/gim2012106.pdf To provide an update on recent revisions to Evaluation of Genomic Applications in Practice and Prevention (EGAPP) methods designed to improve efficiency, and an assessment of 
the implications of whole genome sequencing for evidence-based recommendation development. Improvements to the EGAPP approach include automated 
searches for horizon scanning, a quantitative ranking process for topic prioritization, and the development of a staged evidence review and evaluation
process. The staged process entails (i) triaging tests with minimal evidence of clinical validity, (ii) using and updating existing reviews, (iii) evaluating
clinical validity prior to analytic validity or clinical utility, (iv) using decision modeling to assess potential clinical utility when direct evidence is
not available. EGAPP experience to date suggests the following approaches will be critical for the development of evidence based recommendations in the whole genome sequencing 
era: (i) use of triage approaches and frameworks to improve efficiency, (ii) development of evidence thresholds that consider the value of
further research, (iii) incorporation of patient preferences, and (iv) engagement of diverse stakeholders. The rapid advances in genomics present a significant challenge to traditional 
evidence based medicine, but also an opportunity for innovative approaches to recommendation development.

nomination by EGAPP members, stakeholder group, steering committee, external consultants , and POHG staff. perceived health burden associated, availability of test, relevance of 
the review to health-care providers and consumers, the potential 
clinical to public health impact of the review. 

Knowledge 
integration at the 
center of genomic 
medicine.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4681509/ Three articles in this issue of Genetics in Medicine describe examples of "knowledge integration," involving methods for generating and synthesizing rapidly emerging information on 
health-related genomic technologies and engaging  stakeholders around the evidence. Knowledge integration, the central process in translating genomic research, involves three 
closely related, iterative components: knowledge management, knowledge synthesis, and knowledge translation. Knowledge management is the ongoing process of obtaining, 
organizing, and displaying evolving evidence. For example, horizon scanning and "infoveillance" use emerging technologies to scan databases, registries, publications, and 
cyberspace for information on genomic applications. Knowledge synthesis is the process of conducting systematic reviews using a priori rules of evidence. For example, methods 
including meta-analysis, decision analysis, and modeling can be  used to combine information from basic, clinical, and population research. Knowledge translation refers to 
stakeholder engagement and brokering to influence policy, guidelines and recommendations, as well as the research agenda to close knowledge gaps. The ultrarapid production of 
information requires adequate public and private resources for knowledge integration to support the evidence-based development of genomic medicine.

public access to 
information 
submitted 
voluntarily by test 
developers. 

Horizon scanning 
for new genomic 
tests.

www.nature.com/articles/gim9201128.pdf PURPOSE: The development of health-related genomic tests is decentralized and dynamic, involving government, academic, and commercial entities. Consequently, it is not easy to 
determine which tests are in development, currently available, or discontinued. We developed and assessed the usefulness of a systematic approach to identifying new genomic 
tests on the Internet. 
METHODS: We devised targeted queries of Web pages, newspaper articles, and blogs (Google Alerts) to identify new genomic tests. We finalized search and review procedures 
during a pilot phase that ended in March 2010. Queries continue to run daily and are compiled weekly; selected data are indexed in an online database, the Genomic Applications in 
Practice and Prevention Finder. 
RESULTS: After the pilot phase, our scan detected approximately two to three new genomic tests per week. Nearly two thirds of all tests (122/188, 65%) were related to cancer; 
only 6% were related to hereditary disorders. Although 88 (47%) of the tests, including 2 marketed directly to consumers, were commercially available, only 12 (6%) claimed 
United States Food and Drug Administration licensure. 
CONCLUSION: Systematic surveillance of the Internet provides information about genomic tests that can be used in combination with other resources to evaluate genomic tests. The 
Genomic Applications in Practice and Prevention Finder makes this information accessible to a wide group of stakeholders.

Google Alert 
queries

sharing data with 
National Center for 
Biotechnology to 
support their 
development of the 
proposed Genetics 
Test Registry; 
standardization of 
data elements to 
enhance exchang 
eability at their 
request. 

Evaluating new 
surgical techniques 
in Australia: the 
Australian Safety 
and
Efficacy Register of 
New Interventional 
Procedures-
Surgical 
experience.

https://www-sciencedirect-
com.ezproxy.ub.unimaas.nl/science/article/pii/S0039610905001428?_r
doc=1&_fmt=high&_origin=gateway&_docanchor=&md5=b8429449ccfc
9c30159a5f9aeaa92ffb 

The Australian Safety and Efficacy Register of New Interventiona lProcedures-Surgical (ASERNIP-S) exists primarily to assess new surgical technologies and techniques. It originally 
conducted systematic literature reviews, but now uses accelerated reviews, horizon scanning for emerging procedures, research and clinical audits,preparation of patient information, 
assistance with guideline development,and the production of research protocols of new surgical techniques. Future international cooperation and networking among health technology 
assessment groups will avoid duplication of effort and maximize outputs. Experience has shown that when surgeons lead in assessing new and emerging surgical techniques and 
technologies, the benefits of an evidence-based  approach are realized, and the surgical community accepts the complementary role of evidence-based medicine in the provision of 
high-quality patient care.

The Australian 
Safety and Efficacy 
Register of New 
Interventional 
Procedures -
Surgical (ASERNIP-
S) assesses new 
surgeries.

www.publish.csiro.au/ah/pdf/AH040143 The Australian Safety and Efficacy Register of New Interventional Procedures - Surgical (ASERNIP-S) is a programme of the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons (RACS). We 
provide assessments of new and emerging surgical techniques, establish and facilitate clinical and research audits or trials, and produce clinical practice guidelines. We use horizon 
scanning to identify new techniques. ASERNIP-S conducts systematic literature reviews and accelerated systematic literature reviews on the safety and effectiveness of new surgical 
techniques before they are widely accepted into the health care system. The RACS recently endorsed two new ASERNIP-S systematic reviews and three accelerated systematic 
reviews.

Report from the 
World Health 
Organization's 
third Product 
Development for 
Vaccines Advisory 
Committee 
(PDVAC) meeting, 
Geneva, 8-10th 
June 2016

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.vaccine.2016.10.090 The third meeting of WHO's Product Development for Vaccines Advisory Committee (PDVAC) was held in June 2016, with a remit to revisit the pathogen areas for which significant 
progress has occurred since recommendations from the 2015 meeting, as well as to consider new advances in the development of vaccines against other pathogens. Since the 
previous meeting, significant progress has been made with regulatory approvals of the first malaria and dengue vaccines, and the first phase III trials of a respiratory syncytial virus 
(RSV) vaccine candidate has started in the elderly and pregnant women. In addition, PDVAC has also supported vaccine development efforts against important emerging pathogens, 
including Middle Eastern Coronavirus (MERS CoV) and Zika virus. Trials of HIV and tuberculosis vaccine candidates are steadily progressing towards pivotal data points, and the 
leading norovirus vaccine candidate has entered a phase IIb efficacy study. WHO's Immunization, Vaccine and Biologicals (IVB) department is actively working in several pathogen 
areas on the recommendation of PDVAC, as well as continuing horizon scanning for advances in the development of vaccines that may benefit low and middle income countries 
(LMICs), such as the recent licensure of the enterovirus 71 (EV71) vaccine in China. Following on from discussions with WHO's Strategic Advisory Group of Experts (SAGE) on 
Immunization, PDVAC will also look beyond licensure and consider data needs for vaccine recommendation and implementation to reduce the delay between vaccine approval and 
vaccine impact.

A knowledge base 
for tracking the 
impact of genomics 
on population 
health

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/gim.2016.63 PURPOSE: We created an online knowledge base (the Public Health Genomics Knowledge Base (PHGKB)) to provide systematically curated and updated information that bridges 
population-based research on genomics with clinical and public health applications. 
METHODS: Weekly horizon scanning of a wide variety of online resources is used to retrieve relevant scientific publications, guidelines, and commentaries. After curation by domain 
experts, links are deposited into Web-based databases.
RESULTS: PHGKB currently consists of nine component databases. Users can search the entire knowledge base or search one or more component databases directly and choose 
options for customizing the display of their search results.
CONCLUSION: PHGKB offers researchers, policy makers, practitioners, and the general public a way to find information they need to understand the complicated landscape of 
genomics and population health.

PHGKB searchable database consisting 9 
databases: content indexed and grouped 
into categories that include pactice 
guidelines, systematic reviews, 
implementation studies, genetic tests, and 
family health history, according to the 
availble evidence.  

weekly email 
newsletters are 
avilable by 
subscription.

Challenges and 
priorities for 
modelling livestock 
health and 
pathogens in the 
context of climate 
change

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.envres.2016.07.033 Climate change has the potential to impair livestock health, with consequences for animal welfare, productivity, greenhouse gas emissions, and human livelihoods and health. 
Modelling has an important role in assessing the impacts of climate change on livestock systems and the efficacy of potential adaptation strategies, to support decision making for 
more efficient, resilient and sustainable production. However, a coherent set of challenges and research priorities for modelling livestock health and pathogens under climate change 
has not previously been available. To identify such challenges and priorities, researchers from across Europe were engaged in a horizon-scanning study, involving workshop and 
questionnaire based exercises and focussed literature reviews. Eighteen key challenges were identified and grouped into six categories based on subject-specific and capacity 
building requirements. Across a number of challenges, the need for inventories relating model types to different applications (e.g. the pathogen species, region, scale of focus and 
purpose to which they can be applied) was identified, in order to identify gaps in capability in relation to the impacts of climate change on animal health. The need for collaboration 
and learning across disciplines was highlighted in several challenges, e.g. to better understand and model complex ecological interactions between pathogens, vectors, wildlife hosts 
and livestock in the context of climate change. Collaboration between socio-economic and biophysical disciplines was seen as important for better engagement with stakeholders and 
for improved modelling of the costs and benefits of poor livestock health. The need for more comprehensive validation of empirical relationships, for harmonising terminology and 
measurements, and for building capacity for under-researched nations, systems and health problems indicated the importance of joined up approaches across nations. The 
challenges and priorities identified can help focus the development of modelling capacity and future research structures in this vital field. Well-funded networks capable of managing 
the long-term development of shared resources are required in order to create a cohesive modelling community equipped to tackle the complex challenges of climate change.

Priority questions 
and horizon 
scanning for 
conservation: A 
comparative study

http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0145978 Several projects aimed at identifying priority issues for conservation with high relevance to policy have recently been completed in several countries. Two major types of projects 
have been undertaken, aimed at identifying (i) policy-relevant questions most imperative to conservation and (ii) horizon scanning topics, defined as emerging issues that are 
expected to have substantial implications for biodiversity conservation and policy in the future. Here, we provide the first overview of the outcomes of biodiversity and conservation-
oriented projects recently completed around the world using this framework. We also include the results of the first questions and horizon scanning project completed for a 
Mediterranean country. Overall, the outcomes of the different projects undertaken (at the global scale, in the UK, US, Canada, Switzerland and in Israel) were strongly correlated in 
terms of the proportion of questions and/or horizon scanning topics selected when comparing different topic areas. However, some major differences were found across regions. 
There was large variation among regions in the percentage of proactive (i.e. action and response oriented) versus descriptive (non-response oriented) priority questions and in the 
emphasis given to sociopolitical issues. Substantial differences were also found when comparing outcomes of priority questions versus horizon scanning projects undertaken for the 
same region. For example, issues related to climate change, human demography and marine ecosystems received higher priority as horizon scanning topics, while ecosystem 
services were more emphasized as current priority questions. We suggest that future initiatives aimed at identifying priority conservation questions and horizon scanning topics should 
allow simultaneous identification of both current and future priority issues, as presented here for the first time. We propose that further emphasis on social-political issues should be 
explicitly integrated into future related projects.

public online questionnaire to invite horizon scanning topics.  Workshop voting and discussions among participants, using threshold of 60% of votes to finalise horizon scanning 
topics. 

compare conservation-
oriented projects that are 
based on priority conservation 
questions and horizon 
scanning. 

proposed further emphasis on social-
political issues should be explicitly 
intergrated into future related projects. 

outreach of 
outcomes to the 
relevant 
organization of 
Israeal, 
dissemination of 
horizon scanning 
topics among 
scientists, 
practitionersm 
manager and policy 
makers. 

Techniques and 
technologies in 
radiation oncology: 
The RANZCR faculty 
of radiation 
oncology horizon 
scan

http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/jmrs.2_166/full Horizon Scanning is a regular initiative of the Faculty of Radiation Oncology (FRO) at the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Radiologists (RANZCR). The ongoing horizon 
scanning project is intended to provide a resource to key stakeholders that are non radiation oncology experts showing the techniques and technologies that are used in radiation 
therapy treatment and the way that these are used at a facility, regional and national level. This project was initiated in 2011 and was developed with expert clinical input from 
radiation therapists, radiation oncology medical physicists and radiation oncologists. The horizon scan and associated position paper have undergone regular review and update (in 
2012, 2013 and 2015) to ensure that the information contained within is current and reflective of contemporary practice. The dissemination of the horizon scan also allows for 
opportunities to meet with stakeholders from areas such as government jurisdictions, policy, radiation oncology professions and industry and discuss issues important to the radiation 
therapy community. The 2015 Horizon Scan was discussed at the Radiation Therapy Industry Roundtable and Radiation Therapy Innovations Summit.

A traffic light system to describe the priority category that the Faculty of Radiation 
Oncology has assigned to the various treatement techniques: essential for some 
patients with evidence, available alternative, evidence gathering underway, not yet 
commercially available for treatment.

A Horizon Scan of 
Global 
Conservation 
Issues for 2016

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tree.2015.11.007 This paper presents the results of our seventh annual horizon scan, in which we aimed to identify issues that could have substantial effects on global biological diversity in the future, 
but are not currently widely well known or understood within the conservation community. Fifteen issues were identified by a team that included researchers, practitioners, 
professional horizon scanners, and journalists. The topics include use of managed bees as transporters of biological control agents, artificial superintelligence, electric pulse trawling, 
testosterone in the aquatic environment, building artificial oceanic islands, and the incorporation of ecological civilization principles into government policies in China.

Identify and 
invite issues on 
social media: 
monitored a 
range of 
environmental 
and technological 
Twitter account; 
used Facebook 
to invite issues. 

a ranked list of topic based on the scoring of substantial environmental impact based on participants perspective. 
35 topics with the highest median ranks were retained. 

the selection of issues is influenced by participants' backgrounds, 
interests, knowledge, and connections. We thus convened participants 
with varied experiences and encouraged wide geographic and subject 
area consultation.

horizon scan performed 
annually by a team of 
horizon sacnners, 
researcher, practitioners and 
journalists. 

A horizon scan of 
future threats and 
opportunities for 
pollinators and 
pollination

http://dx.doi.org/10.7717/PEERJ.2249 BACKGROUND:  Pollinators, which provide the agriculturally and ecologically essential service of pollination, are under threat at a global scale. Habitat loss and homogenisation, 
pesticides, parasites and pathogens, invasive species, and climate change have been identified as past and current threats to pollinators. Actions to mitigate these threats, e.g., agri-
environment schemes and pesticide-use moratoriums, exist, but have largely been applied post-hoc. However, future sustainability of pollinators and the service they provide 
requires anticipation of potential threats and opportunities before they occur, enabling timely implementation of policy and practice to prevent, rather than mitigate, further pollinator 
declines. 
METHODS: Using a horizon scanning approach we identified issues that are likely to impact pollinators, either positively or negatively, over the coming three decades. 
RESULTS: Our analysis highlights six high priority, and nine secondary issues. High priorities are: (1) corporate control of global agriculture, (2) novel systemic pesticides, (3) novel 
RNA viruses, (4) the development of new managed pollinators, (5) more frequent heatwaves and drought under climate change, and (6) the potential positive impact of reduced 
chemical use on pollinators in non-agricultural settings. 
DISCUSSION: While current pollinator management approaches are largely driven by mitigating past impacts, we present opportunities for pre-emptive practice, legislation, and 
policy to sustainably manage pollinators for future generations.

3 decades searched for issues that were poorly known and considered likely to have a substantial impact on wild or 
managed pollinators

A list of 15 issues with the highest median scores are presented and they are divided 
into High Priority and Secondary Priority issues. 

Looking back on 5 
years of horizon 
scanning in 
oncology

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0266462316000052 OBJECTIVES: The regularly structured adaptation of health technology assessment (HTA) programs is of utmost importance to sustain the relevance of the products for stakeholders 
and to justify investment of scarce financial resources. This study describes internal adjustments and external measures taken to ensure the Horizon Scanning Programme in 
Oncology (HSO) is current. 
METHODS: Formal evaluation methods comprising a survey, a download, an environmental analysis, and a Web site questionnaire were used to evaluate user satisfaction. 
RESULTS: The evaluation showed that users were satisfied with HSO outputs in terms of timeliness, topics selected, and depth of information provided. Discussion of these findings 
with an expert panel led to changes such as an improved dissemination strategy and the introduction of an additional output, that is, the publication of a league table of emerging 
oncology drugs. The rather high level of international usage and the environmental analysis highlighted a considerable overlap in topics assessed and, thus, the potential for 
international collaboration. As a consequence, thirteen reports were jointly published based on eleven calls for collaboration. To further facilitate collaboration and the usability of 
reports for other agencies, HSO reports will be adjusted according to tools developed at a European level. 
CONCLUSIONS: Evaluation of the impact of HTA programs allows the tailoring of outputs to fit the needs of the target population. However, within a fast developing HTA community, 
estimates of impact will increasingly be determined by international collaborative efforts. Refined methods and a broader definition of impact are needed to ultimately capture the 
efficiency of national HTA programs.

Drugs are filtered every 3 months based on the criteria "availability of phase 3 results" and /or "submission of 
market authorization in Europe or U.S.",. 

Substantial impacts on clinical outcomes or costs. Filtered drugs are prioritized by an expert panel consists of hospital pharmacistis and 
oncologists.

linkage to potential information platforms 
when announcing the new reports in order 
to increase usage of the report especially in 
Austria. Further rekevant political decision 
makers such as hospital managers and 
head of department should be identified 
and included in the email alert. Contact 
should be established with the National 
Drug Committee for expensive drugs. 

Targeted groups 
are notified by 
emails when new 
report is availble. 

1 to 3 reports every 
quarter. 

Multi-phase process with 
feedback loops and the 
repeated monitoring of 
changes. 

https://onlinelibrary-wiley-com.ezproxy.ub.unimaas.nl/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1445-2197.2008.04679.x
https://onlinelibrary-wiley-com.ezproxy.ub.unimaas.nl/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1445-2197.2008.04679.x
https://onlinelibrary-wiley-com.ezproxy.ub.unimaas.nl/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1445-2197.2008.04679.x
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0078750/pdf/PubMedHealth_PMH0078750.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0078750/pdf/PubMedHealth_PMH0078750.pdf
http://plymsea.ac.uk/6640/1/GlobalChangeBiodiversity_final%20paper.pdf
http://plymsea.ac.uk/6640/1/GlobalChangeBiodiversity_final%20paper.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/gim2012106.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4681509/
http://www.nature.com/articles/gim9201128.pdf
https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.ub.unimaas.nl/science/article/pii/S0039610905001428?_rdoc=1&_fmt=high&_origin=gateway&_docanchor=&md5=b8429449ccfc9c30159a5f9aeaa92ffb
https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.ub.unimaas.nl/science/article/pii/S0039610905001428?_rdoc=1&_fmt=high&_origin=gateway&_docanchor=&md5=b8429449ccfc9c30159a5f9aeaa92ffb
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CHANGING HEALTH 
TECHNOLOGY 
ASSESSMENT 
PARADIGMS?

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0266462316000386 OBJECTIVES: Health technology assessment (HTA) has to innovate to best support changing health system environments and to help provide access to valuable innovation under 
fiscal constraint. 
METHODS: Issues associated with changing HTA paradigms were identified through scoping and explored through deliberation at a meeting of industry and HTA leaders. 
RESULTS: Five broad areas of change (engagement, scientific dialogue, research prioritization, adaptive approaches, and real world data) were identified. The meeting focused on 
two themes derived from these: re-thinking scientific dialogue and multi-stakeholder engagement, and re-thinking value, affordability, and access. Earlier and ongoing engagement 
to steer the innovation process and help achieve appropriate use across the technology lifecycle was perceived as important but would be resource intensive and would require 
priority setting. Patients need to be involved throughout, and particularly at the early stages. Further discussion is needed on the type of body best suited to convening the dialogue 
required. There was agreement that HTA must continue to assess value, but views differed on the role that HTA should play in assessing affordability and on appropriate responses 
to challenges around affordability. Enhanced horizon scanning could play an important role in preparing for significant future investments. 
CONCLUSIONS: Early and ongoing multi-stakeholder engagement and revisiting approaches to valuing innovation are required. Questions remain as to the most appropriate role for 
HTA bodies. Changing HTA paradigms extend HTA's traditional remit of being responsive to decision-makers demands to being more proactive and considering whole system value.

This also highlights the need for horizon 
scanning that can promote downstream 
action, discussions and information from 
scanning is not useful if agreed policies and 
plans are not implemented on the ground. 
An enhanced approach to horizon scanning 
would, therefore, require the engagement 
of more stakeholders, with cross-industry 
involvement and ongoing discussions from 
early the technology development process 
through to implementation

New and emerging 
technologies for 
the treatment of 
inherited retinal 
diseases: A horizon 
scanning review

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/eye.2015.115 The horizon scanning review aimed to identify new and emerging technologies in development that have the potential to slow or stop disease progression and/or reverse sight loss in 
people with inherited retinal diseases (IRDs). Potential treatments were identified using recognized horizon scanning methods. These included a combination of online searches using 
predetermined search terms, suggestions from clinical experts and patient and carer focus groups, and contact with commercial developers. Twenty-nine relevant technologies were 
identified. These included 9 gene therapeutic approaches, 10 medical devices, 5 pharmacological agents, and 5 regenerative and cell therapies. A further 11 technologies were 
identified in very early phases of development (typically phase I or pre-clinical) and were included in the final report to give a complete picture of developments 'on the horizon'. 
Clinical experts and patient and carer focus groups provided helpful information and insights, such as the availability of specialised services for patients, the potential impacts of 
individual technologies on people with IRDs and their families, and helped to identify additional relevant technologies. This engagement ensured that important areas of innovation 
were not missed. Most of the health technologies identified are still at an early stage of development and it is difficult to estimate when treatments might be available. Further, well 
designed trials that generate data on efficacy, applicability, acceptability, and costs of the technologies, as well as the long-term impacts for various conditions are required before 
these can be considered for adoption into routine clinical practice.

direct contact with commercial developers who are 
active in the field, further information about the 
technology was requested from the developers if 
there is a lack of publicly accessible information. 

Patients and cares focus group discussion, their comments are being taken into account. Pharmacological technologies—where these were in clinical trials with a relevant patient group and clinically 
relevant patient outcomes; typically phase II and III clinical trials. Medical technologies—where these were 
‘emerging’ (expected to be CE marked and/or launched within the UK within ~2 years), ‘new’ (CE marked and 
usually only available for clinical use for less than one year), in the launch or early post-marketing stages, or 
‘new and poorly adopted’ (that is, technologies within 2 years of launch and available in only two or three UK 
National Health Service (NHS) centres).

the study performed a 
review on horizon 
scanning report, to ensure 
relevant technologies 
were captured, including 
both pharmacological and 
medical technologies. 

Results from a 
horizon scan on 
risks associated 
with 
transplantation of 
human organs, 
tissues and cells: 
from donor to 
patient

https://link-springer-
com.ezproxy.ub.unimaas.nl/content/pdf/10.1007%2Fs10561-014-9450-
0.pdf 

The successful transplantation of human materials such as organs, tissues and cells into patients does not only depend on the benefits, but also on the mitigation of risks. To gain 
insight into recent publications on risks associated with the process of transferring human materials from donor to recipient we performed a horizon scan by reviewing scientific 
literature and news websites of 2011 on this subject. We found there is ample information on how extended donor criteria, such as donor age, affect the survival rates of organs or 
patients. Interestingly, gender mismatch does not appear to be a major risk factor in organ rejection. Data on risks of donor tumor transmission was very scarce; however, risk 
categories for various tumor types have been suggested. In order to avoid rejection, a lot of research is directed towards engineering tissues from a patient's own tissues and cells. 
Some but not all of these developments have reached the clinic. Developments in the field of stem cell therapy are rapid. However, many hurdles are yet to be overcome before 
these cells can be applied on a large scale in the clinic. The processes leading to genetic abnormalities in cells differentiated from stem cells need to be identified in order to avoid 
transplantation of aberrant cells. New insights have been obtained on storage and preservation of human materials, a critical step for success of their clinical use. Likewise, quality 
management systems have been shown to improve the quality and safety of human materials used for transplantation.

Preparedness for 
emerging 
infectious diseases: 
Pathways from 
anticipation to 
action

https://www-cambridge-org.ezproxy.ub.unimaas.nl/core/services/aop-
cambridge-
core/content/view/2BF2E95179CE794D9961A03CB5E3F362/S0950268
81400315Xa.pdf/preparedness_for_emerging_infectious_diseases_path
ways_from_anticipation_to_action.pdf 

Emerging and re-emerging infectious disease (EID) events can have devastating human, animal and environmental health impacts. The emergence of EIDs has been associated with 
interconnected economic, social and environmental changes. Understanding these changes is crucial for EID preparedness and subsequent prevention and control of EID events. The 
aim of this review is to describe tools currently available for identification, prioritization and investigation of EIDs impacting human and animal health, and how these might be 
integrated into a systematic approach for directing EID preparedness. Environmental scanning, foresight programmes, horizon scanning and surveillance are used to collect and 
assess information for rapidly responding to EIDs and to anticipate drivers of emergence for mitigating future EID impacts. Prioritization of EIDs-using transparent and repeatable 
methods-based on disease impacts and the importance of those impacts to decision-makers can then be used for more efficient resource allocation for prevention and control. Risk 
assessment and simulation modelling methods assess the likelihood of EIDs occurring, define impact and identify mitigation strategies. Each of these tools has a role to play 
individually; however, we propose integration of these tools into a framework that enhances the development of tactical and strategic plans for emerging risk preparedness.

However, driven by requirements for transparency and repeatability , the 
methodology for prioritization has evolved to follow decision-science methodology 
using multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA). risk assessment and disease modelling 
refine knowledge and provide more detailed understanding of the impacts and their 
probability of occurrence. This knowledge in turn refines prioritization. 

Identifying and 
selecting new 
procedures for 
health technology 
assessment: A 
decade of nice 
experience in the 
United Kingdom

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0266462314000415 OBJECTIVES: The aim of this study was to analyse the experience of the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) in identifying new procedures entering the United 
Kingdom (UK) healthcare system, for assessment and publication of recommendations on their use. This system is designed to provide guidance in an area where regulation is 
lacking worldwide. 
METHODS: Retrospective analysis of all procedures notified to the Interventional Procedures Programme (NICE) between 2002 and 2012. Notifications were analysed year by year 
for their source (who notified them), clinical specialties involved, and whether guidance was subsequently published.
RESULTS: A total of 1,094 procedures were notified by clinicians (51 percent), and by others, including hospitals (6 percent), horizon scanners (5 percent), patients (4 percent), 
private health insurers (4 percent), and medical device manufacturers (3 percent). Guidance was published on 44 percent of procedures notified to the program. There was a 
decrease in the numbers of procedures notified during 2003-2012 (p =.049). There were notifications across all specialties, with the largest numbers in general surgery (125), 
urology (104), orthopedics (99), interventional radiology (93), cardiology (82), and obstetrics and gynecology (82).
CONCLUSIONS: The open NICE Web portal allows anyone to notify new procedures, aiming to maximize the opportunity of identifying all those procedures entering clinical practice. 
This has resulted in identification of large numbers of procedures from across the whole range of medical specialties. The fact that similar proportions of procedures notified from 
diverse sources have been selected for assessment and publication of practice recommendations suggests that this inclusive approach is worthwhile.

notification is sent 
by means of NICE 
Web portal, 
consisting of:  
person notifying , 
procedures, device, 
proposed use, 
current use, 
comparator 
procedures, and 
declaration of 
conflict of interests. 

The role of health 
technology 
assessment bodies 
in shaping drug 
development

http://dx.doi.org/10.2147/DDDT.S49935 The use of health technology assessment (HTA) to inform policy-making is established in most developed countries. Compared to licensing agencies, HTA agencies have different 
interests and, therefore, different evidence requirements. Criteria for coverage or reimbursement decisions on pharmaceutical compounds vary; however, it is common to include, as 
part of the HTA, a comparative effectiveness evaluation. This type of clinical data might go beyond that required for market authorization, thus creating an additional evidence gap 
between the regulatory and the reimbursement submission. The relevance of submissions to HTA agencies is consistently increasing in a pharmaceutical company’s perspective, as 
market prospects are strongly influenced by third-party payers’ coverage. In this study, we aim to describe current HTA activities with a potential impact throughout the drug 
development process of pharmaceuticals, with a comparative emphasis on the systems in place in Italy and in the UK. Based on an extensive literature and website review, we 
identified three major classes of HTA activities, beyond mainstream HTA, with the potential to influence the drug development program: 1) horizon scanning and early HTA; 2) 
bipartite and tripartite early dialogue between manufacturers, regulators, and HTA assessors; and 3) managed market entry agreements. From early stages of clinical research up to 
postauthorization studies, there is a trend toward increased collaboration between parties, anticipation of market access evidence collection, and postmarketing risk-sharing. 
Heterogeneity of HTA practices increases the complexity of the market access environment. Overall, there are signals that market access departments are gaining importance in the 
pharmaceutical companies, but there is still a lack of evidence and reporting on how the increasing relevance of HTA has reshaped the way clinical development is designed and 
managed.

notification of new drugs at 
NICE, 20 months before the 
market authorization. 

based on expected health benefit ot financial impact, inappropriate 
use, variation of use across the country and effect on other health-
related policies, such as reduction in health inequalities. 

A horizon scan for 
species 
conservation by 
zoos and 
aquariums

http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/zoo.21153 We conducted the first horizon scan for zoos and aquariums to identify the 10 most important emerging issues for species conservation. This involved input from more than 100 
experts from both the wider conservation community and the world zoo and aquarium community. Some of the issues are globally important: diseases, zoonoses, and biosecurity 
issues; new (communication) technologies; global water shortage and food insecurity; developing economies and markets for wildlife consumption; changes in wildlife population 
dynamics; and political instability and conflicts. Other issues are more specific to zoos and aquariums: need for extractive reserves; space shortage in zoos and aquariums; need for 
metapopulation management; and demand for caring of more species in zoos and aquariums. We also identified some broad approaches to these issues. Addressing the emerging 
issues identified in our horizon scan will further increase the contribution of the world zoo and aquarium community to global biodiversity conservation.

Strategic foresight: 
how planning for 
the unpredictable 
can improve 
environmental 
decision-making

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tree.2014.07.005 Advanced warning of potential new opportunities and threats related to biodiversity allows decision-makers to act strategically to maximize benefits or minimize costs. Strategic 
foresight explores possible futures, their consequences for decisions, and the actions that promote more desirable futures. Foresight tools, such as horizon scanning and scenario 
planning, are increasingly used by governments and business for long-term strategic planning and capacity building. These tools are now being applied in ecology, although generally 
not as part of a comprehensive foresight strategy. We highlight several ways foresight could play a more significant role in environmental decisions by: monitoring existing problems, 
highlighting emerging threats, identifying promising new opportunities, testing the resilience of policies, and defining a research agenda.

Evolutionary rescue 
in a changing world

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tree.2014.06.005 Evolutionary rescue occurs when adaptive evolutionary change restores positive growth to declining populations and prevents extinction. Here we outline the diagnostic features of 
evolutionary rescue and distinguish this phenomenon from demographic and genetic rescue. We then synthesize the rapidly accumulating theoretical and experimental studies of 
evolutionary rescue, highlighting the demographic, genetic, and extrinsic factors that affect the probability of rescue. By doing so, we clarify the factors to target through 
management and conservation. Additionally, we identify several putative cases of evolutionary rescue in nature, but conclude that compelling evidence remains elusive. We conclude 
with a horizon scan of where the field might develop, highlighting areas of potential application, and suggest areas where experimental evaluation will help to evaluate theoretical 
predictions.

Identifying the 
science and 
technology 
dimensions of 
emerging public 
policy issues 
through horizon 
scanning

http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0096480 Public policy requires public support, which in turn implies a need to enable the public not just to understand policy but also to be engaged in its development. Where complex 
science and technology issues are involved in policy making, this takes time, so it is important to identify emerging issues of this type and prepare engagement plans. In our horizon 
scanning exercise, we used a modified Delphi technique [1]. A wide group of people with interests in the science and policy interface (drawn from policy makers, policy adviser, 
practitioners, the private sector and academics) elicited a long list of emergent policy issues in which science and technology would feature strongly and which would also necessitate 
public engagement as policies are developed. This was then refined to a short list of top priorities for policy makers. Thirty issues were identified within broad areas of business and 
technology; energy and environment; government, politics and education; health, healthcare, population and aging; information, communication, infrastructure and transport; and 
public safety and national security. © 2014 Parker et al.

Prioritizing 
genomic 
applications for 
action by level of 
evidence: A horizon-
scanning method

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/clpt.2013.226 As evidence accumulates on the use of genomic tests and other health-related applications of genomic technologies, decision makers may increasingly seek support in identifying 
which applications have sufficiently robust evidence to suggest they might be considered for action. As an interim working process to provide such support, we developed a horizon-
scanning method that assigns genomic applications to tiers defined by availability of synthesized evidence. We illustrate an application of the method to pharmacogenomics tests.

Three-tier classification system that emulates the workings of a traffic signal: Tier 1/Green genomic applications 
have a base of synthesized evidence that supports implementation in practice; Tier2/Yellow applications have 
evidence that is insufficient to support their implemtentation in routine practice; Tier3/Red applications that 
supports recommendations against or discourgages use or  no relevant evidence is availalbe. 

A horizon-
prioritizing method 
can identify gaps 
among genomic 
application 
guidelines

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/clpt.2014.16 In light of the increasing need by decision makers for a method of evaluating genomic applications based on the weight of evidence for their efficacy, several agencies have 
developed systems of classification. Here I review the horizon-scanning method for prioritizing genomics applications as described by Dotson et al. in this issue of CPT. Using the 
examples of the authors' Tier 1/Green classification for KRAS and Tier 2/Yellow for TPMT, I discuss differences between the guidelines issued by the Clinical Pharmacogenetics 
Implementation Consortium (CPIC) and those by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN). Additionally, I offer suggestions regarding classification of the Tier 3/Red 
genomics applications and the reproducibility of the data-curating algorithm of the horizon-scanning method.

DEVELOPING A 
PRIORITIZED LIST 
OF INNOVATIVE 
TECHNOLOGIES: 
THE SPANISH 
EXPERIENCE

https://www-cambridge-org.ezproxy.ub.unimaas.nl/core/services/aop-
cambridge-
core/content/view/C07504E0D911FAE07763865479FEC880/S0266462
314000774a.pdf/developing_a_prioritized_list_of_innovative_technologi
es_the_spanish_experience.pdf 

OBJECTIVES: Selecting technologies for formal assessment poses a great challenge to health technology assessment agencies. This study aims to contribute to the creation of a 
reference framework for the identification, filtering, and prioritization of new and emerging technologies which could be demanded in clinical practice within the next 1-2 years. 
METHODS: Technologies were identified using a prevalidated systematic Medline strategy. They were classified by medical specialty and then sent to selected professionals belonging 
to the medical units or areas responsible for their application, until there was a minimum of three participants per health care setting. A self-administered questionnaire was drawn up 
and health professionals were asked to: (1) assess the degree of innovation of the technologies, and (11) score their foreseeable clinical impact on the basis of predefined 
prioritization criteria (n = 4). Intra-rater reliability was analysed using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). 
RESULTS: The Medline search yielded 246 potentially relevant technologies. When analysed by health care area or unit, sixty-eight were deemed to be high-impact innovative 
technologies (median score >6), with ICCs ranging from 0.03 to 0.83. The final list resulting from the aggregate analysis comprised fifty-one technologies. 
CONCLUSIONS: This study constitutes an innovative contribution to horizon scanning, providing a systematic and reproducible basis for the identification and selection of relevant new 
and emerging technologies based on the views and values of health professionals involved in their use. In our opinion, the current proposal could be helpful and useful to many other 
organizations worldwide, serving to complement already existing strategies.

high clinical impact based on clinicians' experience and uses explicit considerations for ranking priorities. 
Technologies are pre-selected by two experienced HTA experts. Grouped by medical specialt and mailed to a 
panel of experts belinging to the different clinical departments or units responsible for their application. 

experts rate the different technologies; the reliability of the 
measurements was analyzed by calculating the intraclass correlation 
coefficient (ICC) . 

Eu pharmaceutical 
expenditure 
forecast

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2013.03.1302 OBJECTIVES: With constant incentives for health care payers to contain their pharmaceutical budgets forecasting has become critically important. Some countries even developed 
pharmaceutical horizon scanning units. The objective of this project was to build a model to assess net effect of the entrance of new patented medicinal products versus medicinal 
products going off-patent, with a forecast horizon until 2016, on seven selected EU Member States' pharmaceutical budgets: France, the UK, Germany, Poland, Portugal, Greece and 
Hungary. This model should take into account the ageing population, as well as current and future country-specific pricing, reimbursement and market access policies. (performed for 
the EU Commission -http://ec.europa.eu/health/healthcare /key-documents/index-en.htm) 
METHODS: A model was developed for generics and biosimilars for each country. This model estimated a separate and combined effect of the direct and indirect impact of patent 
cliff. A model was also developed for new entrants, which estimated the sales development and risk of development failure. New entrants were reviewed individually to assess their 
clinical potential and translate into commercial potential. Forecast was performed according to three perspectives (health care public payer, society and manufacturer), several types 
of distribution chain (retail, hospital, combined retail and hospital). Probabilistic and deterministic sensitivity analyses were carried out. 
RESULTS: All countries would experience drug budget reduction except Poland (€+41 million). Savings are expected to be the highest in the UK (€-9367 million), France (€-5589 
million), and far behind, followed by Germany (€-831 million), Greece (€-808 million), Portugal (€- 243 million) and Hungary (€-84 million). Cardiovascular, central nervous system 
, respiratory areas and biosimilar entry will be the source of savings, while oncology, immunology and inflammation will lead for additional expenditure. The model is very sensitive 
to time to market branded products, generic prices, geneneric penetration, distribution of biosimilars. CONCLUSIONS: Pharmaceutical expenditures are expected to decrease in the 
analyzed period. The model is sensitive to policy decisions.

several databases were 
cross-checked to identify 
the range of products that 
would go off-patent and 
those that would enter the 
market between 2012 and 
2016. 

Pharmaceutical 
pricing and 
reimbursement 
policies related to 
brand, generic, and 
biosimilar products 
were gathered for 
each country from 
publicly available 
sources, from local 
experts and 
companies. 

5 years forcasting period: good 
compromise between the 
uncertainties related to any 
forecasting exercise and the 
need to inform deicions for 
better planning. 

Horizon scanning 
for emergence of 
new viruses: From 
constructing 
complex scenarios 
to online games

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1865-1682.2012.01356.x Summary: Horizon scanning techniques can be developed to identify novel routes and sources for the emergence of viruses in the medium to long term. Central to horizon scanning 
is prediction of the complex scenarios through which viruses could emerge before they occur. One approach involves 'spidergrams' in which complex scenarios are generated by 
combining factors randomly selected from different categories of events. Spidergrams provide a framework for how different factors could interact, irrespective of the virus, and also 
enable testing of combinations not previously considered but which would be 'tested' in nature by a virus. The emergence of viruses through new routes is often related to changes, 
for example, in environmental and social factors, and the Internet will undoubtedly be used to identify long-term trends for consideration. In addition, online games may provide 
horizon scanners with suggestions for new routes and strategies that could be used by emerging viruses. © 2012 Crown copyright Reproduced with the permission of the Controller 
of Her Majesty's Stationery Office and Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency.

feasability of generating spidergrams through online databases and more importantly spotting the more meaningful pathways, welcoming the help of lateral thinkers from extremely diverse backgrounds. 
Perhaps generate compex scenarios by the horizon scanners. 

The headroom 
method of early 
economic 
evaluation of 
medical devices: A 
useful tool for 
device developers?

OBJECTIVES: Consideration of the value presented to the health service by a new medical device, whilst crucial for late-stage reimbursement decisions, is often neglected by 
developers early on due to lack of data. The headroom method has been proposed as a way to integrate economic evaluation into early go/no-go decisions. By estimating the 
maximum reimbursable price (MRP) for a new device idea and comparing this with forecasted developer's costs, R & D resources can be channelled toward innovations for which 
future returns appear feasible. The aim of this study was to evaluate the method by applying it retrospectively to a large and diverse set of case studies, and comparing predicted 
'headroom' with actual market success, within the UK setting. 
METHODS: The method was applied systematically to twenty devices/diagnostics invented in the past, retrieved from the UK national horizon scanning centre (NHSC)'s 2000-2009 
database; literature searches were date restricted to mimic the information available at the 'concept stage' of development. Each case study was followed up to observe the 
product's actual market success or failure compared with the estimated 'headroom' and the development decision this would have engendered, in order to explore the method's 
predictive value.
 RESULTS: Headroom correlated with subsequent market success in 85% of cases. Headroom is most easily elicited where the change proposition of the innovation is straightforward 
(e.g. direct replacement technologies); diagnostic equipment posed particular difficulties. When the numerical headroom assessments were considered alongside unquantifiable 
factors identified relating to the clinical and market context, the method offered a good indication of future market potential. 
CONCLUSIONS: Despite the strong advocacy of early economic evaluation, the literature lacks a critical appraisal of any such method. This study for the first time explores the 
potential implications of basing development decisions on the headroom method, thereby assessing its potential value to stakeholders.

The headroom method in case studies: determine the maximum reimbursement price of the new device; incoporates the demand-
side reimbursement process into supply-side investment decisions. An early warning signal for industry: stop manufacturers 
wasting resources on devices that will never be cost effective so never make it to market. The headroom method consider the 
investment opportunity at a ver yearly stage; the clinical and market context of the innovation is important, and should always be 
considered alongside the 'headroom'. 

Horizon scanning in 
radiation oncology 
in Australia: 
Considerations and 
future trends

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1754-9485.2012.02424.x PURPOSE: A horizon scan is a tool to inform stakeholders about impending developments in a given field and the potential impact on practice. This is particularly relevant in a field 
such as radiation oncology that is heavily reliant on technology. Although horizon scans for individual technologies in radiation oncology have been undertaken in Australia, there was 
a need for a horizon scan on the wider radiation oncology environment in Australia. This work outlines two horizon scans that have been undertaken as part of the 'Assessment of 
New Radiation Oncology Technology and Treatments' (ANROTAT) Project. 
METHODS AND MATERIALS: As part of the brief of the ANROTAT project, the Trans Tasman Radiation Oncology Group (TROG Cancer Research) was contracted to conduct and 
prepare two horizon scan reports on 'New Radiation Oncology Technology and Treatments' (NROTAT). TROG commissioned an external consultant (HealthConsult Pty Ltd) to 
undertake the initial horizon scan report, and the subsequent periodic horizon scan report was undertaken by TROG with the support of subject matter experts. 
RESULTS: A horizon scan on NROTAT was reported in April 2010, with a subsequent periodic Horizon Scan Report undertaken in October 2011. The reports identified NROTAT 
available in Australia and overseas, adoption of new technologies, work practice and reimbursement. Emerging technologies likely to have a significant impact on the clinical practice, 
outcomes, workforce and training include advances in Image Guided Radiation Therapy (IGRT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) guided technology, Adaptive Radiation therapy 
(ART) and Stereotactic technologies. 
CONCLUSION: Horizon scanning is an essential activity to inform decision making. When combined with an analysis of likely required access, it may facilitate introduction and 
implementation of NROTAT in a timely fashion to improve patient care.

Initial horizon scan confirm 
the selection of the 
appropriate technologies to 
trial in the development of 
generic framework for HTA; 
following by periodic horizon 
scan to provide a 
subsequent update. The 
periodic Horizon scan also 
identified newer technology 
that had entered into the 
Australian market place in 
the time between reports. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0266462316000386
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/eye.2015.115
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The 'Assessment of 
New Radiation 
Oncology 
Technology and 
Treatments' 
(ANROTAT) project: 
Update on progress

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1754-9485.2012.02424.x PURPOSE: The Trans Tasman Radiation Oncology Group (TROG) is undertaking the 'Assessment of New Radiation Oncology Technology and Treatments' (ANROTAT) Project that has 
a goal to design a generic research framework for the rapid evaluation of new radiation oncology technologies and treatments in the Australian environment. A number of associated 
project activities include horizon scanning, development of data variables for a national radiation oncology register and submission of applications to the Medical Services Advisory 
Committee (MSAC) for Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) and Image Guided Radiation Therapy (IGRT).
METHODS AND MATERIALS: The framework is being piloted in four tumour site specific studies to collect evidence on the safety, clinical efficacy dosimetric surrogate endpoints and 
cost effectiveness of IMRT and IGRT. A study protocol (TROG Research Project (TRP)11.A) has been developed. Decision analytic models have been designed for each study. 
RESULTS: Two horizon scans have been produced, pre-assessment documentation has been submitted for MSAC applications for IMRT and IGRT, and the ANROTAT Radiation 
Oncology Register Pilot (TRP11.B) to test the feasibility of national data collection has been developed. Accrual for TRP11.A will conclude in February 2012. Data has been collected 
from twenty Australian radiation oncology departments and analysis of these data is in progress. Accrual for TRP11.B will conclude in March 2012. 
CONCLUSION: The ANROTAT project will conclude in June 2012 when a final report will be produced and provided to the Australian Government Department of Health and Aging 
(DoHA). The framework will be revisited and finalised based on the lessons learnt during the project. Once the framework is finalised, it will be able to be used by the profession for 
future assessment of new Radiation Oncology technology and treatments and aid the timely introduction and funding of appropriate new technology.

retrospective and prospective patient cases 
were utilised to gather data from 20 
Australian Radiatin Oncology Departments. 

Using best-worst 
scaling in horizon 
scanning for 
hepatocellular 
carcinoma 
technologies

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S026646231200027X OBJECTIVES: There is a growing need for efficient procedures for identification of emerging technologies by horizon scanning systems. We demonstrate the value of best-worst 
scaling (BWS) in exploring clinicians- views on emerging technologies that will impact outcomes in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in the next 5 to 10 years. 
METHODS: Clinicians in Asia, Europe, and the United States were surveyed and their views about eleven emerging technologies relevant to HCC were explored using BWS (case 1). 
This involved systematically presenting respondents with subsets of five technologies and asking them to identify those that will have the most and least impact on HCC within 5 to 
10 years. Statistical analysis was based on sequential best-worst and analyzed using conditional logistic regression.
RESULTS: A total of 120 clinicians uniformly distributed across ten countries completed the survey (37 percent response rate). Respondents were predominately hepatologist (41 
percent) who focused on HCC (65 percent) and had national influence in this field (39 percent). Respondents viewed molecular targeted therapy (p <.001) and early detection of 
HCC (p <.001) as having most potential, while improved surgical techniques (p <.001) and biopsy free HCC diagnostics (p <.001) were viewed upon negatively. 
CONCLUSIONS: We demonstrate that BWS could be an important research tool to facilitate horizon scanning and HTA more broadly. Our research demonstrates the value of including 
clinicians- preferences as a source of data in horizon scanning, but such methods could be used to incorporate the opinions of a broad array of stakeholders, including those in 
advocacy and public policy. © Copyright 2012 Cambridge University Press.

Discrete choice experiment called best-worst scaling to explore clinicians' views on emerging technologies with 
respect to their expected impact on outcome in the next 5 to 10 years. 

Square root best/worst ratio and conditional logictic regression. new pharmaceuticals identified by the NISC 
are reviewed by the NICE to determine 
whether appraisal or guidance for clinical 
practice is needed. 

Analyzing 10 years 
of early awareness 
and alert activity in 
the United Kingdom

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S026646231200030X OBJECTIVES: The aim of this study was to assess the accuracy of the English National Horizon Scanning Centre (NHSC) in identifying and filtering pharmaceutical developments using 
end user and international collaborator databases of emerging technologies as proxies for new drugs of likely significance to health services and/or patients.
METHODS: We used the NHSC information system and the list of National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) technology appraisals to estimate the false positive rate 
for NHSC identification, filtration, and reporting. We assessed the sensitivity of NHSC identification and filtration of pharmaceuticals for NICE technology appraisals from 1999 to the 
end of December 2010, and for pharmaceuticals entered into the EuroScan International Network database. 
RESULTS: We estimate that overall NHSC identification, filtration and reporting had a positive predictive value of 0.39 (95 percent CI, 0.36 to 0.43) and a false positive rate of 60 
percent. Using NICE appraisals and EuroScan's database as proxies for pharmaceuticals of significance, we estimate the NHSC sensitivity over the 10-year period at 0.92 (95 percent 
CI, 0.89 to 0.95) and 0.89 (95 percent CI, 0.82 to 0.96) respectively. 
CONCLUSIONS: Our results suggest that the NHSC has performed well in terms of sensitivity over the past decade, but that the false positive rate of 60 percent may indicate that 
the filtration criteria for pharmaceuticals could be tightened for increased efficiency. Future evaluations of EAA systems should include an element of external review and explore the 
level of accuracy acceptable to funders and customers of such systems. © Copyright 2012 Cambridge University Press.

Filtration criteria for pharmaceuticals could be tighted for increased efficiency and reduce the false positive rate. 

Implementing a 
national early 
awareness and 
alert system for 
new and emerging 
health technologies 
in italy: The COTE 
project

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0266462312000384 OBJECTIVES: The aim of this study was to establish a national Early Awareness and Alert (EAA) system for the identification and assessment of new and emerging health 
technologies in Italy. 
METHODS: In 2008, Agenas, a public body supporting Regions and the Ministry of Health (MoH) in health services research, started a project named COTE (Observatory of New and 
Emerging Health Technologies) with the ultimate aim of implementing a national EAA system. The COTE project involved all stakeholders (MoH, Regions, Industry, Universities, 
technical government bodies, and Scientific Societies), in defining the key characteristics and methods of the EAA system. Agreement with stakeholders was reached using three 
separate workshops.
RESULTS: During the workshops, participants shared and agreed methods for identification of new and emerging health technologies, prioritization, and assessment. The structure of 
the Horizon Scanning (HS) reports was discussed and defined. The main channels for dissemination of outputs were identified as the EuroScan database, and the stakeholders- Web 
portals. During the final workshop, Agenas presented the first three HS reports produced at national level and proposed the establishment of a permanent national EAA system. 
CONCLUSIONS: The COTE Project created the basis for a permanent national EAA system in Italy. An infrastructure to enable the stakeholders network to grow was created, 
methods to submit new and emerging health technologies for possible evaluation were established, methods for assessment of the technologies selected were defined, and the 
stakeholders involvement was delineated (in the identification, assessment, and dissemination stages). © Copyright 2012 Cambridge University Press.

Innovation and the 
burden of disease: 
Retrospective 
observational study 
of new and 
emerging health 
technologies 
reported by the 
EuroScan network 
from 2000 to 2009

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2011.11.034 OBJECTIVES: Medical innovation in developed countries has been linked to burden of disease, with more innovation in areas representing greater investment return. This study used 
horizon scanning or early awareness and alert activity as a novel measure of innovation to determine whether new and emerging health technologies reported by international 
horizon scanning agencies reflected diseases constituting the greatest burden. 
METHODS: This was a retrospective observational study of the 20 member agencies of EuroScan (the International Information Network on New and Emerging Health Technologies), 
representing 17 developed countries. Burden of disease was defined as disability-adjusted life-years, taken from the 2004 World Health Organization Global Burden of Disease 
estimates. This analysis focused on 102 specific diseases within 21 broader groups. Horizon scanning output was measured as the number of technologies reported by EuroScan 
member agencies between 2000 and 2009. 
RESULTS: At best there was a weak association between innovation and burden of disease. An apparent high-level association was dependent on just three high-prevalence disease 
groups: malignant neoplasms, neuropsychiatric conditions, and cardiovascular disease. Disaggregating broader groups into specific diseases further weakened the association. 
Innovation is disproportionately strong in cancer and nonischemic heart disease and disproportionately weak in mental health. 
CONCLUSIONS: Innovations reported by early awareness and alert systems do not always reflect conditions accounting for the highest morbidity and mortality. The results do not 
support previous reports of a positive relationship between burden of disease and innovation, but accord with evidence of notable discrepancies among key groups. Factors other 
than disease burden drive innovation. Copyright © 2012, International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR). Published by Elsevier Inc.

assigned disease classfication codes to technologies in stages when it is uploaded to the Euroscan database. association between  horizon scanning output and burden of disease was analyzed by 
using bivariate Pearson's correlations in SPSS Statistics. 

Making predictive 
ecology more 
relevant to policy 
makers and 
practitioners

http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rstb.2011.0181 One of the aims of ecology is to aid policy makers and practitioners through the development of testable predictions of relevance to society. Here, we argue that this capacity can be 
improved in three ways. Firstly, by thinking more clearly about the priority issues using a range of methods including horizon scanning, identifying policy gaps, identifying priority 
questions and using evidence-based conservation to identify knowledge gaps. Secondly, by linking ecological models with models of other systems, such as economic and social 
models. Thirdly, by considering alternative approaches to generate and model data that use, for example, discrete or categorical states to model ecological systems. We particularly 
highlight thatmodels are essential for making predictions.However, a key to the limitation in their use is the degree to which ecologists are able to communicate results to policy 
makers in a clear, useful and timely fashion.

identify the 100 ecological questions of greatest interest to UK policy makers. 

Scanning the 
horizon-
Development and 
implementation of 
an early awareness 
system for 
anticancer drugs in 
Austria

https://ac-els-cdn-com.ezproxy.ub.unimaas.nl/S0168851011002430/1-
s2.0-S0168851011002430-main.pdf?_tid=63eaa010-4a88-4913-947c-
979aa73fec4b&acdnat=1527672105_fe1f8a2c535f59cf859a3409a607
cf7f 

BACKGROUND: Due to increasing expenditures for cancer therapies, an instrument was needed in Austria to facilitate the evidence-based use of new anticancer drugs and to pre-
estimate their financial implications. 
OBJECTIVES: To describe and analyse the development and implementation of a Horizon Scanning System (HSS) in Austria that allows for the evaluation of new anticancer drugs 
before their routine introduction into clinical practice in order to inform decision-makers. 
METHODS: Common stages involved in HSSs were identified by a literature review and in cooperation with experts. A first concept for an HSS in Oncology was developed and 
piloted, and further adjustments were made after several feedback rounds with experts in oncology. 
RESULTS: To specifically tailor the five common stages of HSSs to the needs of our HSS, a continually evolving process was required. Now, 21 information sources are regularly 
scanned, the information is retrieved and extracted in a standardised format, and only anticancer drugs in phase III are included and prioritised by a team of eight experts. Since the 
HSS in Oncology was implemented as a standard practice, 19 assessments on novel cancer therapies with likely therapeutic and/or financial impacts have been published. 
CONCLUSIONS: The successful implementation of an HSS necessitates a repetitive cycle of adjustments in order to meet the objectives set by the individual HSS. © 2011 Elsevier 
Ireland Ltd.

around EMA liscensing. Results of phase III studies available. Hence, deal with relatively late stage of development. Since many drugs in 
phase I or II of drug development never reach the market, the trade-off of earliness versus more precise 
estimates of clinical efficacy has paid off and better reflects the needs of our target group. 

number of patients eligible; intended use of the new therapy; 
estimated impact on health benefit; financial resourcesl; off-label use. 

in reality, it proves difficult to judge potential benefits of anticancer 
therapies, because surrogates often serve as primary outcomes within 
trials, even if they cannot be reasonably justified. 

Feasability study: the 
number of information 
sources was too high; the 
data collection was non-
systematic; inclusion 
criteria of the filtration 
were too broad and had 
to be re-defined; the 
expert panel was too 
small; prioritization 
criteria were too vague. 

Identification of 
innovation in public 
health

http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/pubmed/fdq045 BACKGROUND:  The National Horizon Scanning Centre provides national policy-makers in England with forewarning about emerging and new health technologies. This includes public 
health interventions (PHIs) but identification of these interventions is not always easy. 
OBJECTIVES: The aim of this study was to explore the meaning and define innovation in public health. 
METHODS: We used a quasi-Delphi method with questionnaire 1 sent to 106 public health and horizon scanning professionals and decision-makers in June 2008. Questionnaire 2 was 
developed based on answers to questionnaire 1 and sent to all respondents. 
RESULTS: A definition of innovative PHIs was developed: 'Innovative PHIs are generally new and different to established interventions. They should be equitable, applicable to all in 
a population, cost-effective and may address health determinants in the non-health sector of society. A good evidence base is ideal, but sometimes it may be necessary to consider 
PHIs lacking evidence'. Sources suggested for identifying innovative PHIs were similar to those used for other types of health technologies. 
CONCLUSION: Our findings should help early awareness and alert systems distinguish innovative from non-innovative PHIs, although its application in practice needs trialling. © 2010 
The Author Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of Faculty of Public Health. All rights reserved.

Qualitative data from the first questionnaire were analyzed and similar data categorized and discretely grouped. Descriptive statistics were calculated from quantitative data collected during Likert-scale scoring. 

The true role of 
horizon scanning in 
Australia: Who it 
informs and why

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0266462310001212 likely to emerge in the 
Australian healkth scene within3 
years. 

public health funding: at the 
federal level, new medical 
technologies and procedures 
assessed by Medical 
Services Advisory 
Committee and approved 
for public funding are 
assigned a Medicare 
Benefits Schedule item 
number for use by general 
practitioners or private 
hospitals. Valuable role in 
providing timely information 
to jurisdictional and federal 
policy maker. 

An HS report is not a 
systematic review, but 
rather involves a 
restricted serach on 
technology, and provides 
more detail than the 
technolopgy snapshot 
captured by a prioritizing 
summary. 

Reply to the letter 
by Mundy, Hiller, 
and Merlin on the 
true role of horizon 
scanning in 
Australia

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0266462310001224 

Forecasting drug 
utilization and 
expenditure in a 
metropolitan 
health region.

BACKGROUND: New pharmacological therapies are challenging the healthcare systems, and there is an increasing need to assess their therapeutic value in relation to existing 
alternatives as well as their potential budget impact. Consequently, new models to introduce drugs in healthcare are urgently needed. In the metropolitan health region of 
Stockholm, Sweden, a model has been developed including early warning (horizon scanning), forecasting of drug utilization and expenditure, critical drug evaluation as well as 
structured programs for the introduction and follow-up of new drugs. The aim of this paper is to present the forecasting model and the predicted growth in all therapeutic areas in 
2010 and 2011. 
METHODS: Linear regression analysis was applied to aggregate sales data on hospital sales and dispensed drugs in ambulatory care, including both reimbursed expenditure and 
patient co-payment. The linear regression was applied on each pharmacological group based on four observations 2006-2009, and the crude predictions estimated for the coming 
two years 2010-2011. The crude predictions were then adjusted for factors likely to increase or decrease future utilization and expenditure, such as patent expiries, new drugs to be 
launched or new guidelines from national bodies or the regional Drug and Therapeutics Committee. The assessment included a close collaboration with clinical, clinical 
pharmacological and pharmaceutical experts from the regional Drug and Therapeutics Committee. 
RESULTS: The annual increase in total expenditure for prescription and hospital drugs was predicted to be 2.0% in 2010 and 4.0% in 2011. Expenditures will increase in most 
therapeutic areas, but most predominantly for antineoplastic and immune modulating agents as well as drugs for the nervous system, infectious diseases, and blood and blood-
forming organs. 
CONCLUSIONS: The utilisation and expenditure of drugs is difficult to forecast due to uncertainties about the rate of adoption of new medicines and various ongoing healthcare 
reforms and activities to improve the quality and efficiency of prescribing. Nevertheless, we believe our model will be valuable as an early warning system to start developing 
guidance for new drugs including systems to monitor their effectiveness, safety and cost-effectiveness in clinical practice.

Forecasting drug utilization and expenditure, define which patient groups will benefit most from the new 
medicines, and follow-up to ascertain whether the new drugs are cost-effective in practice. 

lack of information on 
launch dates for new 
products and the selective 
and delayed publications 
of results from trials are 
important problems when 
trying to evaluate the 
potential value of new 
drug and the marketing 
strategies. The pricing of 
new a new drug is also 
difficult to project unless 
it is merely another 
competitor in an 
estabilshed or similar 
therapeutic class. may set 
up registries for 
monitoring the use of 
some of the new drugs in 
specific populations. 

Issues facing the 
Australian health 
technology 
assessment review 
of medical 
technology funding

• The Australian Health Technology Assessment Review has the potential to have a major effect on the availability of new medical technology and the listing of associated medical 
procedures on the Medicare Benefits Schedule. Despite this, only about 15% of submissions to the Review came from "medical associations". • Pharmaceutical and medical 
technologies are inherently different, and there are a number of difficulties associated with evaluating medical technology using the same process and evidence levels as those used 
for pharmaceuticals. • The current sequential and lengthy processing of new medical technology and procedures is delaying access to beneficial medical technology and could be 
substantially reduced. • There is currently no effective funding process for medical technology classified as capital equipment or consumables and disposables. This has created a 
perverse incentive in favour of using funded implantable prostheses based on access to funding rather than superior clinical effectiveness. • The existing horizon scanning process 
could be better used to not only identify all potentially cost-effective new and emerging medical technology and procedures as early as possible, but also to identify gaps in the 
evidence.

Evaluation criteria 
to assess the value 
of identification 
sources for horizon 
scanning

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S026646231000036X OBJECTIVES: The English National Horizon Scanning Centre routinely scans thirty-five sources to identify new and emerging health technologies. The aim of the study was to develop 
and apply evaluation criteria and scores to assess the value of sources, and to identify a cutoff score below which sources would be recommended for removal from routine horizon 
scanning. Criteria to evaluate each source scanned could result in a more efficient approach in the selection process. 
METHODS: Evaluation criteria were developed following a review of the literature and discussions with horizon analysts. Proposed criteria were piloted on a random selection of six 
sources, and then applied to all thirty-five sources. The criteria were assessed using the Analytic Hierarchy Process. 
RESULTS: Eight criteria were identified as being most relevant for assessing the value of scanning sources. The three most important (primary) criteria were coverage (approximate 
percentage of relevant information), quality (reliable, accurate, objective), and efficiency (estimated time to identify one potentially significant health technology or other relevant 
information). Seven sources fell beneath the cut off score and were recommended for removal from routine scanning. 
CONCLUSIONS: The criteria were considered useful in the assessment of current sources, and have the potential to be used to assess new ones. These criteria may be useful for 
other horizon scanning centers to pilot and validate. Copyright © Cambridge University Press 2010.

identify a cutoff score 
below which sources 
would be recommended 
for removal from routine 
horizon scanning. The 
mamimum total score 
possible for a source was 
240, and the cutof score 
decided is equal or less 
than 100. 

The role of 
surgeons in 
identifying 
emerging 
technologies for 
health technology 
assessment

BACKGROUND: Health technology assessment (HTA) is a tool intended to help policymakers decide which technologies to fund. However, given the proliferation of new technologies, 
it is not possible to undertake an HTA of each one before it becomes funded. Consequently, "horizon-scanning" processes have been developed to identify emerging technologies 
that are likely to have a substantial impact on clinical practice. Although the importance of physicians in the adoption of new technologies is well recognized, their role in horizon 
scanning in Canada has been limited. The purpose of this project was to pilot an approach to engage physicians, specifically surgeons, in provincial horizon-scanning activities.
METHODS: We invited 18 surgeons from Alberta's 2 medical schools to a horizonscanning workshop to solicit their views on emerging technologies expected to impact surgical 
practice within the next 5 years and/or the importance of different attributes or characteristics of new technologies. 
RESULTS: Surgeons, regardless of specialty, identified developments designed to enhance existing minimally invasive surgical techniques, such as endoscopic, robotic and image-
guided surgery. Several nonsurgical areas, including molecular genetics and nanotechnology, were also identified. Of the 13 technology attributes discussed, safety or risk, 
effectiveness and feasibility were rated as most important. Lastly, participating surgeons expressed an interest in becoming further involved in local HTA initiatives. 
CONCLUSION: Surgeons, as adopters and users of health technologies, represent an important and accessible information source for identifying emerging technologies for HTA. A 
more formal, ongoing relationship between the government, HTA and surgeons may help to optimize the use of HTA resources. © 2010 Association médicale canadienne.

engaging surgeons / physicians in horizon scanning; where safety, effecitiveness, and feasability appeared at the 
top of the list. Filter out technologies that are of lesser consequence, while retaining those used to treat diseases 
for which there are no existing treatments or for which treatments are life-saving but expensive, new low-cost 
technologies that mau have a substantial impact on health care budgets becuase of a high volume use, and 
those that raise ethical or social issue. 

Information service 
on new and 
emerging health 
technologies: 
Identification and 
prioritization 
processes for a 
European 
Unionwide 
newsletter

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0266462309990687 OBJECTIVES: EUnetHTA WP 7 (Strand B) aimed to promote sharing information on new and emerging technologies. The task was to develop a prototype of a newsletter and pilot 
the processes of production.
METHODS: The EuroScan database served as information source on pertinent technologies. To prioritize, a set of criteria for scoring the potential impact and for selecting the 
technologies for articles was applied and a pilot newsletter was produced. 
RESULTS: Being objective and transparent about the content of a newsletter required a method for prioritizing health technologies. Using significance criteria, members of the 
prioritization panel selected twelve technologies for articles of different length and depth. Potential recipients, surveyed on relevance, content, timeliness, and readability responded 
mostly positive, but requested more information on cost effectiveness and criticized timeliness. 
CONCLUSIONS: Dissemination of an EU-wide newsletter would be feasible, but time-consuming. Although a newsletter appears to fulfill a need for information on emerging and new 
health technologies, it is not considered the right tool to avoid duplication of effort in the present international constellation of horizon scanning for new health technologies. Other 
options will be pursued as part of future collaborative actions, for example, a core set of early awareness information, or an on-demand electronic information system. © 2009 
Cambridge University Press.

EU-wide newsletter: EU netHTA on high-
volume, costly, and rapidly developing new 
and emerging health technologies.

types of articles 
providing different 
depths of 
information: type 1 
headline 
technology was 
deemed to be the 
most significant at 
that time given the 
information 
available. Type 2 
tech was 
considered to be 
potentially 
important. Type 3 
to be lesser 
importance, only 
one or two 
sentences were 
provided in the 
newsletter. 

The need for 
environmental 
horizon scanning

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tree.2009.04.008 Policymakers and practitioners in most fields, including conservation and the environment, often make decisions based on insufficient evidence. One reason for this is that issues 
appear unexpectedly, when with hindsight, many of them were foreseeable. A solution to the problem of being insufficiently prepared is routine horizon scanning, which we describe 
as the systematic search for potential threats and opportunities that are currently poorly recognized. Researchers can then decide which issues might be most worthwhile to study. 
Practitioners can also use horizon scanning to ensure timely policy development and research procurement. Here, we suggest that horizon scanning is an underused tool that should 
become a standard element of environmental and conservation practice. We make recommendations for its incorporation into research, policy and practice. We argue that, as an 
ecological and conservation community, we are failing to provide timely advice owing to a weakness in identifying forthcoming issues. We outline possible horizon-scanning methods, 
and also make recommendations as to how horizon scanning could have a more central role in environmental and conservation practice. © 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

interviews: one to one questioning to identify issues and explore important driving forces and areas of uncertainty; issue tree: breaks down key question into a mutually exclusive and completely exhaustive 
set of sub-questions. 

The Italian Horizon 
Scanning Project

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00228-009-0666-z HSP aims to collect, organize and evaluate information on emerging medicines and medical devices with medicated coating. IHSP is currently 100% publicly funded, and the main 
customers are policy makers (e.g. the Italian Ministry of Health and Local Health Authority(s) in the Veneto Region). The main IHSP infrastructures include a Scientific Secretariat and 
a Database team (one pharmacists, one administrative, one part-time IT person) and a Scientific Committee (IHSP-SC) of 13 nationally and internationally recognized experts in 
drug evaluation. Clinicians with expertise in different medical and surgical fields are also involved in issuing a critical clinical assessment (New Product Information Report- NPIR) for 
prioritized drugs.

the report issued 36 months 
before the potential market 
authorization date provides 
information on the mechanism 
of action of an emerging drug, 
phase II trials, which are then 
often available, and the 
indications of ongoing phase III 
trials. 

efficacy or safety results of phase III trials and a possible market 
authorization date are essential. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1754-9485.2012.02424.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S026646231200027X
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S026646231200030X
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0266462312000384
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2011.11.034
http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rstb.2011.0181
https://ac-els-cdn-com.ezproxy.ub.unimaas.nl/S0168851011002430/1-s2.0-S0168851011002430-main.pdf?_tid=63eaa010-4a88-4913-947c-979aa73fec4b&acdnat=1527672105_fe1f8a2c535f59cf859a3409a607cf7f
https://ac-els-cdn-com.ezproxy.ub.unimaas.nl/S0168851011002430/1-s2.0-S0168851011002430-main.pdf?_tid=63eaa010-4a88-4913-947c-979aa73fec4b&acdnat=1527672105_fe1f8a2c535f59cf859a3409a607cf7f
https://ac-els-cdn-com.ezproxy.ub.unimaas.nl/S0168851011002430/1-s2.0-S0168851011002430-main.pdf?_tid=63eaa010-4a88-4913-947c-979aa73fec4b&acdnat=1527672105_fe1f8a2c535f59cf859a3409a607cf7f
https://ac-els-cdn-com.ezproxy.ub.unimaas.nl/S0168851011002430/1-s2.0-S0168851011002430-main.pdf?_tid=63eaa010-4a88-4913-947c-979aa73fec4b&acdnat=1527672105_fe1f8a2c535f59cf859a3409a607cf7f
http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/pubmed/fdq045
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0266462310001212
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0266462310001224
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S026646231000036X
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0266462309990687
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tree.2009.04.008
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00228-009-0666-z
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Horizon scanning of new 
and emerging medical 
technology in Australia: 
Its relevance to medical 
services advisory 
committee health 
technology assessments 
and public funding

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0266462309990031 

Global trends in 
cardiology and 
cardiothoracic 
surgery - An 
opportunity or a 
threat?

IHSP is supported by a technological infrastructure for data collection, check, monitoring and analysis. The database is available, by a restricted access (http://horizon.cineca.it/). 
Currently, 2655 emerging drugs are in the IHSP database.

Early identification 
systems for 
emerging 
foodborne hazards

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fct.2007.12.021 This paper provides a non-exhausting overview of early warning systems for emerging foodborne hazards that are operating in the various places in the world. Special attention is 
given to endpoint-focussed early warning systems (i.e. ECDC, ISIS and GPHIN) and hazard-focussed early warning systems (i.e. FVO, RASFF and OIE) and their merit to successfully 
identify a food safety problem in an early stage is discussed. Besides these early warning systems which are based on monitoring of either disease symptoms or hazards, also early 
warning systems and/or activities that intend to predict the occurrence of a food safety hazard in its very beginning of development or before that are described. Examples are trend 
analysis, horizon scanning, early warning systems for mycotoxins in maize and/or wheat and information exchange networks (e.g. OIE and GIEWS). Furthermore, recent initiatives 
that aim to develop predictive early warning systems based on the holistic principle are discussed. The assumption of the researchers applying this principle is that developments 
outside the food production chain that are either directly or indirectly related to the development of a particular food safety hazard may also provide valuable information to predict 
the development of this hazard.

Modelling 
downstream effects 
in the presence of 
technological 
change

http://dx.doi.org/10.2165/0019053-200826120-00003 thresold and sensitivity 
analysis with horizon 
scanning; modelling the 
cost effecitveness of 
alternative treatment 
strategies. Evaluate 
technological change 
through economic 
evaluation. 

Emerging health 
technologies: 
Informing and 
supporting health 
policy early

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.healthpol.2008.01.002 OBJECTIVES: All western healthcare systems are confronted with a rising number of new health technologies. To support decision-making processes with sound information about 
new health technologies, some countries have established "Horizon Scanning Systems (HSS)". This paper gives an overview of processes and practices of HSS. 
METHOD: The paper is based on a literature review (Medline and Embase) and on unpublished information gathered from HSS-agencies. 
RESULTS: The 13 current HSS have been collaborating in the EuroScan network since 1999. EuroScan has agreed on a common terminology, classification and understanding of their 
activities. All their activities consist of 5 sequenced main components: identification and filtering, prioritization, early assessment, dissemination and monitoring the assessed 
technologies. Although there is a common understanding with regard to function and processes there are some differences in the scope of the national/regional HSS. 
CONCLUSION: EuroScan has played an important role in the harmonization process so that effective collaboration, reduction of duplication and the further development of procedures 
have become possible. Because of the common understanding there is a certain stability and integration across the functions of HSS. Nonetheless there are some obvious "blank 
spots" susceptible to subjectivity, such as an implicit prioritization process. © 2008 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

ideally reassessment should 
be carried out when 
sufficient new data is 
available or when a 
technology has changed 
enough. The issue here is to 
find reliable triggers or 
threshold for sufficient new 
data, for example a newly 
published clinical study with 
a sufficient number of 
patients. 

Invasion Science: A 
Horizon Scan of 
Emerging 
Challenges and 
Opportunities.

https://ac.els-cdn.com/S016953471630218X/1-s2.0-S016953471630218X-
main.pdf?_tid=0feb2f64-526b-475d-bd7f-
54367ac30b47&acdnat=1527757273_0fea9e57d393fe858f44187f0f343e0d

We present the results of our eighth annual horizon scan of emerging issues likely to affect global biological diversity, the environment, and conservation efforts in the future. The 
potential effects of these novel issues might not yet be fully recognized or understood by the global conservation community, and the issues can be regarded as both opportunities 
and risks. A diverse international team with collective expertise in horizon scanning, science communication, and conservation research, practice, and policy reviewed 100 potential 
issues and identified 15 that qualified as emerging, with potential substantial global effects. These issues include new developments in energy storage and fuel production, sand 
extraction, potential solutions to combat coral bleaching and invasive marine species, and blockchain technology.

Modified delphie: "Each participant proposed two or more topics, either alone or following consultation with members of their networks within and beyond their 
organizations. Several participants used social media to canvass followers for issues. Proposed topics were required to meet the criteria
of global relevance and limited recognition among conservation professionals. The 99 topics thatwere submitted reflected the input of an estimated 430 
individuals"...."Short descriptions of the full list of topics were circulated to all participants in July 2016. Participants then scored each topic on a scale from 1 (well 
known, or poorly known but unlikely to have substantial effects on conservation of biological diversity) to 1000 (poorly known and likely to have substantial effects on 
the conservation of biological diversity and the environment). Each participant also indicated whether they had heard of each issue; the percentage of
participants that were aware of each issue was considered in the final scoring process as a relative measure of the novelty of an issue. Each participant's scores 
were converted to ranks, and we calculated the median rank of each topic. Given the time available for discussion, we 3 TRAFFIC, The David Attenborough Building, 
Pembroke Street, Cambridge, CB2 3QZ, UK 4 Centre for Biodiversity and Biosecurity, School of Biological Sciences, University of Auckland, PB 92019, Auckland, 
New Zealand 5 British Ecological Society, Charles Darwin House, 12 Roger Street, London, WC1N 2JL, UK 6 Department of Biological Sciences, Simon Fraser 
University, Burnaby, BC, V5A 1S6, Canada 7 School of Biological Sciences, University of East Anglia, UEA, Norwich, NR4 7TJ, UK 8 Natural England, Eastbrook, 
Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge, CB2 8DR, UK 9 Fauna & Flora International, The David Attenborough Building, Pembroke Street, Cambridge, CB2 3QZ, UK 10John 
Muir Institute of the Environment, The Barn, One Shields Ave., University of California, Davis, CA 95616, USA 11 Environment Agency, Horizon House, Deanery 
Road, Bristol, BS1 5AH, UK 12Environment & Sustainability Institute, University of Exeter, Penryn, TR10 9FE, UK 13RSPB Centre for Conservation Science, Royal 
Society for the Protection of Birds, The Lodge, Sandy, SG19 2DL, UK 14Institute of Zoology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China 100101 and University of 
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, 100049, China 15721 Ohio Street, Bangor, ME 04401, USA 16 Cranfield Institute for Resilient Futures, Cranfield University, 
Cranfield, MK43 0AL, UK 17The Economist, 25 St James's
Street, London, SW1A 1HG, UK 18Natural Resources Wales, Cambria House, 29 Newport Road, Cardiff, CF24 0TP, UK 19BTO, The Nunnery, Thetford, IP24
2PU, UK 20British Antarctic Survey, Natural Environment Research Council, High Cross, Madingley Road, Cambridge, CB3 0ET, UK 21Centre for Environment and 
Society and School of Biological Sciences, University of Essex, Colchester, CO4 3SQ, UK 22Global Marine Team, The Nature Conservancy, Department of Physical, 
Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of Siena, Pian dei Mantellini, 44, 53100 Siena, Italy 23Wetlands International, PO Box 471, 6700 AL Wageningen, The 
Netherlands 32 Trends in Ecology & Evolution, January 2017, Vol. 32, No. 1 24CSER, Centre for Research in the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities, Cambridge 
University, The David Attenborough Building, Pembroke Street, Cambridge, CB2 3QZ, UK *Correspondence: w.sutherland@zoo.cam.ac.uk (W.J. Sutherland). 
retained the 35 topics with the highest median ranks and three topics that one or more participants thought warranted further discussion, and one additional topic 
that was not included in the original 99. Two participants, neither of whom had proposed the topic, researched the feasibility, novelty, and likely effects of each topic 
if realized (three participants examined the newly added topic). The participants convened in Cambridge, UK, in mid-September 2016. Each of the 39 topics was 
discussed in turn, with the constraint that the individual who suggested a given topic, if present, was not among the first three people to comment on it. The focus of 
some topics was modified during discussion. After each topic was discussed, participants independently and confidentially rescored the issue from 1 through 1000 as 
described above. The 15 topics that received the highest median ranks after discussion at the meeting are reported below."

A 2017 Horizon 
Scan of Emerging 
Issues for Global 
Conservation and 
Biological
Diversity.

BACKGROUND: The contemporary environment is a complex of interactions between physical, biological, socio-economic systems with major impacts on public health. However, 
gaps in our understanding of the causes, extent and distribution of these effects remain. The public health community in Sandwell West Midlands has collaborated to successfully 
develop, pilot and establish the first Environmental Public Health Tracking (EPHT) programme in Europe to address this 'environmental  health gap' through systematically linking 
data on environmental hazards, exposures and diseases. 
METHODS: Existing networks of environmental, health and regulatory agencies developed a suite of innovative methods to routinely share, integrate and analyse data on hazards, 
exposures and health outcomes to inform interventions.
RESULTS: Effective data sharing and horizon scanning systems have been established, novel statistical methods piloted, plausible associations framed and tested, and targeted 
interventions informed by local concerns applied. These have influenced changes in public health practice. 
CONCLUSION: EPHT is a powerful tool for identifying and addressing the key environmental public health impacts at a local level. Sandwell's experience demonstrates that it can be 
established and operated at virtually no cost. The transfer of National Health Service epidemiological skills to local authorities in 2013 provides an opportunity to expand the 
programme to fully exploit its potential.

Public consultation

Environmental 
Public Health 
Tracking: a cost-
effective system for 
characterizing 
the sources, 
distribution and 
public health 
impacts of 
environmental 
hazards.

Poor communication between academic researchers and wildlife managers limits conservation progress and innovation. As a result, input from overlapping fields, such as animal 
behaviour, is underused in conservation management despite its demonstrated utility as a conservation tool and countless papers advocating its use. Communication and 
collaboration across these two disciplines are unlikely to improve without clearly identified management needs and demonstrable impacts of behavioural-based conservation 
management. To facilitate this process, a team of wildlife managers and animal behaviour researchers conducted a research prioritisation exercise, identifying 50 key questions that 
have great potential to resolve critical conservation and management problems. The resulting agenda highlights the diversity and extent of advances that both fields could achieve 
through collaboration.

We reduced the original 209 questions to 50 in two steps. First, we grouped questions within eight topics of anthropogenic threat or 
conservation action and discussed them in four sessions of two parallel groups. After discussion, each group rated questions as ‘gold’ (top 
40%), ‘silver’ (20%), or ‘neither’ (the rest). This step reduced the 209 original questions to 109 (listed in the Supplemental Information 
online). In a second step, the best silver questions were identified and then these and the gold questions were pruned by voting to a total 
of 55 gold and 25 silver questions. In a series of additional discussions and votes, the group eliminated the bottom gold questions and 
added the top silver ones to produce a final list of exactly 50 questions. The questions could be reworded for clarity at each stage.

Research Priorities 
from Animal 
Behaviour for 
Maximising 
Conservation 
Progress.

OBJECTIVE: This paper discusses the potential for horizons scanning to identify low-value, inappropriate clinical practices that deliver minimal benefit to patients and represent a 
considerable financial burden on the health system.
METHODS: Platelet-rich plasma (PRP) was identified by routine horizon scanning as a potentially innovative treatment alternative for osteoarthritis of the knee. A rapid, non-
systematic assessment of the evidence pertaining to the safety and effectiveness of PRP compared with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) for the treatment of 
osteoarthritis of the knee was conducted.
RESULTS: The evidence base supporting the use of PRP for the treatment of osteoarthritis was poor. No comparative studies were identified that compared the use of PRP to 
NSAIDs, the current treatment option for osteoarthritis of the knee in Australia. Despite the lack of effectiveness evidence, the use of PRP injections was rapidly increasing in the 
private sector using an inappropriate Medicare Benefits Schedule item number. 
CONCLUSIONS: This assessment highlights the potential of using established horizon scanning methodologies to identify targets for full or partial disinvestment of ineffective, 
inefficient or harmful clinical practices. What is known about the topic? PRP is rapidly diffusing in the private health system in Australia, however the use of a Medicare Benefits 
Schedule item number meant that this practice was being subsidised by the public reimbursement of treatment fees. What does this paper add? Traditional horizon scanning tends to 
identify technologies for health systems to invest in. The evidence on the effectiveness of PRP was examined with the purpose of exploring investment in an innovative treatment 
that may have reduced the number of invasive procedures being performed in the public hospital system. The current evidence base does not support the use of PRP injections for 
the treatment of osteoarthritis. It does, however, support the use of horizon scanning as an inexpensive methodology to identify possible disinvestment targets associated with 
potential patient harm and high health service expenditure. What are the implications for practitioners? Practitioners should be aware that public funding for the injection of PRP 
should not be used for the treatment of osteoarthritis.

 the results of included 
studies are
reported in a narrative form

Platelet-rich 
plasma: a case 
study for the 
identification of 
disinvestment
opportunities using 
horizon scanning.

The national effort to use genomic knowledge to save lives is gaining momentum, as illustrated by the inclusion of genomics in key public health initiatives, including Healthy People 
2020, and the recent launch of the precision medicine initiative. The Office of Public Health Genomics (OPHG) at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) partners with 
state public health departments and others to advance the translation of genome-based discoveries into disease prevention and population health. To do this, OPHG has adopted an 
"identify, inform, and integrate" model: identify evidence-based genomic applications ready for implementation, inform stakeholders about these applications, and integrate these 
applications into public health at the local, state, and national level. This paper addresses current and future work at OPHG for integrating genomics into public health programs.

cost; ACCE (Analytic validity, Clinical 
validity, Clinical utility, Ethical, legal, and 
social implications)

Genomics in Public 
Health: Perspective 
from the Office of 
Public Health 
Genomics 
at the Centers for 
Disease Control 
and Prevention 
(CDC).

OBJECTIVES: The EuroScan International Network is a global network of publicly funded early awareness and alert (EAA) systems for health technologies. We describe the EuroScan 
member agency systems and methods, and highlight the potential for increased collaboration.
METHODS: EuroScan members completed postal questionnaires supplemented with telephone interviews in 2012 to elicit additional information and check equivalence of responses. 
Information was updated between March and May 2013.
RESULTS: Fifteen of the seventeen member agencies responded. The principal purpose of agencies is to inform decisions on coverage or reimbursement of health services and 
decisions on undertaking secondary research. The main users of information are national governments; health professionals; health services purchasers, commissioners, and decision 
makers; and healthcare providers. Most EuroScan agencies are small with almost half having fewer than two whole time equivalent staff. Ten agencies use both active and passive 
identification approaches, four use only active approaches. Most start identification in the experimental or investigational stages of the technology life cycle. All agencies assessed 
technologies when they are between the investigational and established,  but under diffusion stages. Barriers to collaboration revolve around different system aims, purposes, and 
requirements; a lack of staff, finance, or opportunity; language differences; and restrictions on dissemination.
CONCLUSIONS: Although many barriers to collaboration were identified, the majority of agencies were supportive of increased collaboration either involving 
the whole EuroScan Network or between individual agencies. Despite differences in the detailed identification processes, members thought that this was the most feasible phase to 
develop additional collaboration.

EUROSCAN 
INTERNATIONAL 
NETWORK MEMBER 
AGENCIES: THEIR 
STRUCTURE, 
PROCESSES, AND
OUTPUTS.

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) has asked the Agency for Healthcare Research & Quality (AHRQ) and the Tufts-NEMC EPC to perform a horizon  scan of gene-
based tests in cancer that are currently in clinical use, are being  promoted for clinical use, or are being developed for clinical use. CMS has expressed the need for the deliverable to 
be a ready reference tool to inform discussions in this area.

census, economic and other data sources, databases of ongoing research

Genetic Tests for 
Cancer 

The Coverage and Analysis Group at the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) requested from The Technology Assessment Program (TAP) at the Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) a horizon scan to summarize the available  scientific evidence on the quality of laboratory-developed (“home brew” or “in-house”) 
molecular tests, which are currently not actively regulated by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). CMS has concerns about the quality of laboratory-developed tests and 
the validation currently being performed on these  tests. AHRQ assigned this report to the following Evidence-based Practice Center (EPC): ECRI EPC (Contract Number: 290 2007 
10063 I). To help CMS to address its concerns, this horizon scan is intended to: 1) identify types of laboratory-developed molecular tests (LDMTs) currently available for conditions 
relevant to the Medicare over-65-year-old population, 2) identify the methodologies and the processes that have been developed for the assessment of analytical and clinical 
performance of molecular tests, 3) summarize the role of  Federal agencies in regulating LDMTs, and 4) identify the quality standards that have been developed for molecular tests 
by regulatory bodies, the industry, and the medical community.

EuroScan International 
Network member 
agencies were asked to 
complete a questionnaire 
about their EAA system

he AMP is a not-for-profit scientific 
society founded in 19955, that is 
dedicated to the advancement, 
practice, and science of clinical 
molecular laboratory medicine and 
translational research.

Universities Quality of the systematic reviews was assessed with the 
‘assessment of multiple systematic reviews’ (AMSTAR) 
measurement tool (Table 29).52 The AMSTAR consists of 11 
items, which have been tested for face and content validity. 
The items assess whether or not a systematic review 
includes important elements, such as a comprehensive 
literature search, assessment of study quality, appropriate 
methods to combine study findings, and assessment of 
publication bias. Responses to each item are checked as 
‘Yes’ if the review includes that item, ‘No’ if it does not, ‘CA’ 
if the item cannot be answered by the information provided 
in the review, or ‘NA’ if the item is not applicable. 

scientific literature published 
in peer-reviewed journals and 
other publications, giving 
highest priority to systematic 
reviews, followed by other 
publication types, including 
evaluation studies

Quality, Regulation 
and Clinical Utility 
of Laboratory-
developed 
Molecular Tests 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25834872 Over the past decade, research efforts such as the Human Genome Project and the International Haplotype Map (HapMap) project, coupled with concomitant advances in genomic 
technologies and bioinformatics, have contributed to an explosive growth in the field of human genomics. These developments have resulted in
cheaper and more efficient genomic technologies, and they, along with other innovations in medical diagnostics and therapeutics, will soon play a substantial role in everyday clinical 
practice. Genetic tests can be used for a variety of purposes including screening, diagnosis, disease monitoring, risk stratification, and therapeutic management. In addition, genetic 
tests can be helpful in predicting outcomes and can be used as clinical decisionmaking tools. As new
assays become available for clinical use, it is crucial for patients, clinicians, and payers to be well informed as to the breadth of genetic testing available and
the appropriate contexts in which they should be used. To that end, the Coverage and Analysis Group at the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) requested the 
Technology Assessment Program (TAP) at the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) map the landscape of genetic tests available for non-cancer diseases/conditions. 
AHRQ assigned this project to the Tufts Medical Center Evidence-based Practice Center (Contract Number: HHSA 290 2007 10055 I). The current report presents an updated list of 
genetic tests for non-cancer conditions, adding those identified since the 2007 and 2010 horizon scan reports 
on Genetic Testing for Non-Cancer Conditions sponsored by the CMS and funded through the AHRQ. A report concerning genetic tests for cancer conditions is
forthcoming in 2013. The goal was to identify genetic tests for non-cancer conditions that are already in clinical practice and are applicable to the Medicare population. Eligible tests 
were reviewed and summarized for inclusion in an electronic database.

We conducted focused searches of grey literature 
sources, including online genetic databases, 
registries, and laboratories, to identify new genetic 
tests that are currently in clinical use. One definition 
of grey literature is, “that which is produced on all 
levels of government, academics, business and 
industry in print and electronic formats, but which is 
not controlled by commercial publishers”.6 Listed 
below are Web sites that were frequently visited to 
gather information on new genetic tests.

to make the database 
more widely accessible, 
we have developed a 
user-friendly interface 
through which to access 
the database, dubbed the 
“GeneTestTracker.” The 
front end is Web-based 
and written in the Python 
programming language 
(http://python.org), 
using the Pylons 
(http://pylonshq.com) 
Web framework. Having 
a Web-based program is 
advantageous because it 
allows for remote access 
(via any standard 
Internet browser), is 
platform independent, 
and can be easily 
updated without requiring 
users to reinstall 
software.

Update on Mapping 
the Landscape of 
Genetic Tests for 
Non-Cancer 
Diseases/Condition
s

https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR400/
RR433/RAND_RR433.pdf 

Public Health England (PHE) commissioned RAND Europe to undertake a horizon scanning study exploring the future of public health and related scientific services. This work was 
intended to help inform thinking at the strategic level within PHE, firstly in relation to the wider vision of the Agency (which was only established in April 2013) and, secondly, in 
relation to the proposals for the creation of an integrated public health science hub. The study is based on a literature review, a brief Delphi exercise using the ExpertLens platform 
and key  informant interviews with a range of PHE staff and external experts. It focuses on the different future public health science needs and the extent to which an integrated 
science hub could serve PHE as it evolves over the next twenty years.  Thus, the study considers PHE's future remit and objectives in order that decisions about an integrated and co-
located science hub be made in context and with reference to expert perceptions about the future.

"Following a broad search of relevant 
literature and drawing on the initial 
interviews, the study team
identified several bodies of literature 
that were particularly relevant …. With 
public health england  with PHE, we 
clustered these issues around key 
domains and focussed our
literature review efforts on so-called 
‘deep dives’. These involved more 
structured literature searches of
peer-reviewed and grey literature in 
the following domains: "

An interview protocol (see 
Appendix B) guided interviews, 
which usually lasted between 30 
and 45
minutes. The protocol gave us the 
basis for ensuring that 
interviewees were asked a 
standard set of
questions but we took a flexible 
approach so that interviewees 
were able to focus on their 
particular areas
of expertise or concern. 

ExpertLens is an online variant of the Delphi approach to stakeholder engagement ExpertLens is a 
modified Delphi 
technique that 
allows participants 
to interact with each 
other online
around a structured 
set of questions and 
discussion topics.4

The Future of 
Public Health: A 
Horizon Scan.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3972886/ The opportunity to reflect broadly on the accomplishments, prospects, and reach of a field may present itself relatively infrequently. Each biennial meeting of the International 
Biogeography Society showcases ideas solicited and developed largely during the preceding year, by individuals or teams from across the breadth of the discipline. Here, we highlight 
challenges, developments, and opportunities in biogeography from that biennial synthesis. We note the realized  and potential impact of rapid data accumulation in several fields, a 
renaissance  for inter-disciplinary research, the importance of recognizing the evolution-ecology continuum across spatial and temporal scales and at different taxonomic, 
phylogenetic and functional levels, and re-exploration of classical assumptions and hypotheses using new tools. However, advances are taxonomically and geographically biased, 
and key theoretical frameworks await tools to handle,  or strategies to simplify, the biological complexity seen in empirical systems. Current threats to biodiversity require 
unprecedented integration of knowledge and development of predictive capacity that may enable biogeography to unite its  descriptive and hypothetico-deductive branches and 
establish a greater role within and outside academia.

 Each biennial meeting is the culmination of ~1.5 years of scoping ideas, gathering 
information from across the discipline, and nurturing theses that mature as synthetic 
symposia; these mature symposia are given added context by a dozen contributed 
oral and poster sessions solicited during the immediately preceding half-year. The 
organization of the biennial IBS meeting thus approximates multiple attributes of an 
‘horizon scan’ (Sutherland and Woodroof 2009) 

Word cloud (Wordle)

An horizon scan of 
biogeography.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0266462309990031
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fct.2007.12.021
http://dx.doi.org/10.2165/0019053-200826120-00003
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.healthpol.2008.01.002
https://ac.els-cdn.com/S016953471630218X/1-s2.0-S016953471630218X-main.pdf?_tid=0feb2f64-526b-475d-bd7f-54367ac30b47&acdnat=1527757273_0fea9e57d393fe858f44187f0f343e0d
https://ac.els-cdn.com/S016953471630218X/1-s2.0-S016953471630218X-main.pdf?_tid=0feb2f64-526b-475d-bd7f-54367ac30b47&acdnat=1527757273_0fea9e57d393fe858f44187f0f343e0d
https://ac.els-cdn.com/S016953471630218X/1-s2.0-S016953471630218X-main.pdf?_tid=0feb2f64-526b-475d-bd7f-54367ac30b47&acdnat=1527757273_0fea9e57d393fe858f44187f0f343e0d
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25834872
https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR400/RR433/RAND_RR433.pdf
https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR400/RR433/RAND_RR433.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3972886/
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Wiser horizons, 
wiser choices: 
horizon scanning 
for public health 
protection and 
improvement. 

BACKGROUND: Systematic continuous thinking about the future helps organizations, professions and communities to both prepare for, and shape, the future. This becomes ever 
more critical given the accelerating rate at which new data emerge, and in some cases uncertainties around their reliability and interpretation. Businesses with the capability to filter 
and analyse vast volumes of data to create knowledge and insights requiring action have a competitive advantage. Similarly Government and the public sector, including public 
health can be more effective and efficient through the early identification of emerging issues (both threats and opportunities).
METHODS: Horizon scanning approaches, and the use of resulting intelligence related to health protection and improvement were reviewed.
RESULTS: Public health horizon scanning systems have to date focussed on health technologies and infectious diseases. While these have been successful there is a major gap in 
terms of non-infectious hazards and health improvement.
CONCLUSION: Any system to meet this need must recognize the changed environment for delivering front line public health services and the critical role of local authorities and the 
local democratic process. This presents opportunities and challenges and this paper explores those dynamics describing an existing environment and health horizon scanning system 
which could readily and rapidly be re-engineered to provide a national service.

Initial filtering of large volume of data through RSS, Really Simple Syndicate feed aggregator from over 150 
websites. These feeds are manually reviewed for relevance, and tagged using key words of they are 
immediately of interest. Health technology scanning has developed evaluation criteria wit a cut-off score to 
remove sources from routine horizon scanning. criteria: coverage, quality, and efficiency. 

consider the model of probability and impact separately with weighted criteria to 
quantify risk and justify intervention. 

PATIENT and 
PUBLIC 
INVOLVEMENT in 
EARLY AWARENESS 
and ALERT 
ACTIVITIES: AN 
EXAMPLE from the 
UNITED KINGDOM

OBJECTIVES: The aim of this study is to report on the experiences, benefits, and challenges of patient and public involvement and engagement (PPIE) from a publicly funded early 
awareness and alert (EAA) system in the United Kingdom. 
METHODS: Using email, telephone, a Web site portal, Twitter and focus groups, patients and the public were involved and engaged in the recognized stages of an EAA system: 
identification, filtration, prioritization, early assessment, and dissemination. 
RESULTS: Approaches for PPIE were successfully integrated into all aspects of the National Institute for Health Research Horizon Scanning Research and Intelligence Centre's EAA 
system. Input into identification activities was not as beneficial as involvement in prioritization and early assessment. Patients gave useful insight into the Centre's Web site and 
engaging patients using Twitter has enabled the Centre to disseminate outputs to a wider audience.
CONCLUSIONS: EAA systems should consider involving and engaging with patients and the public in identification, prioritization, and assessment of emerging health technologies 
where practicable. Further research is required to examine the value and impact of PPIE in EAA activities and in the early development of health technologies.

At HSRIC, patients and the 
public were able to contribute to 
identification in two ways: (i) 
Suggesting a technology to the 
Centre through the HSRIC Web 
site. The Web
page was located directly from 
the main menu and presented a 
series of text boxes for 
completion: name, email, 
telephone,
and name of technology were 
obligatory fields. (ii) Through 
the process for horizon scanning 
reviews (Table 1), where 
patients and carers were asked 
by email correspondence or 
during focus groups, if they 
were aware of any emerging 
technologies relevant to the 
review that HSRIC had not 
already identified...."Although 
providing an opportunity for 
patients and the public to input 
into an EAA system by enabling 
them to alert the system to 
emerging health technologies is 
relatively easy and requires few 
resources, we found that this to 
be the least valuable aspect of 
PPIE in our system. "

At HSRIC, patients were involved
when there was uncertainty about the potential for impact
and a patient’s view was believed to add value to the
prioritization of a technology for inclusion in MedTech alerts
and horizon scanning reviews. This was particularly important
when quality of life or acceptability were thought to be a key
factor in the technologies potential for diffusion...."We found involving patients with 
the prioritization of medical
technologies to be advantageous. In our experience patients add
their own valuable perspectives to the viewpoint of the technology’s
potential for impact. Areas where they will have particular
insight include views on quality of life, acceptability,
and ease of use."

At HSRIC, assessment involved presenting a view on the potential impact of emerging health technologies. Patients and carers 
were invited to comment on drug briefings, MedTech alerts, and on the potential impact, particularly regarding quality of life, of 
the technologies presented in horizon scanning reviews.....The way in which patients have been engaged in the process, and the 
type of patients involved has varied. Generally previously established groups such as national patient support organizations or 
research charities have initially been contacted. These have either referred us to individual patients, acted as an intermediary 
between HSRIC and patients, or responded
on behalf of the patients.....technologies were presented to two focus groups consisting of patients and carers in a format suitable 
for this group (i.e., large print and using appropriate software) and considered for their potential utility and impact. The focus 
groups were arranged and facilitated by the U.K. charity Fight for Sight. Adaptations were made by Fight for Sight to the materials 
prepared for consideration by the groups so that they were suitable for those people that were partially sighted. The patients who 
participated were expert patients with a good knowledge of their disease area. Fight for Sight fed back to HSRIC that some 
people had difficulties with understanding the technical information sent by HSRIC, yet they were able to comment on many of 
the technologies. Patients also included more general comments on services, payment, and adoption issues of the new 
technologies; these provided additional insights to the technology area and were incorporated into the final report....."Working 
with patient groups to comment on drug briefing reports and horizon scanning reviews has added new information, identified 
unnecessary and inaccurate information, explained the context of current treatment options, explained the impact of symptoms 
and treatments on the patient and associated costs, and added valuable information on acceptability of emerging health 
technologies."

NIHR outputs:
Drug briefings: 4-6 page report on 
innovative drugs; usually at least 20 
months before launch. Primarily feed into 
the
National Institute for Health and Care 
Excellence (NICE) Technology Appraisal 
Programme.
150
MedTech alerts: 2-4 page report on 
innovative medical devices, diagnostic 
tests, imaging techniques or procedures;
around or up to 2 years before becoming 
commercially available in the United 
Kingdom. Produced
on technologies with a potential for impact 
on patient and/or health service.
40
Horizon Scanning Reviews: Longer 
reports that aim to identify all new and 
emerging health technologies being 
developed in a
technology area or at a specific point on a 
patient pathway; often in response to an 
external user
request.
8

HSRIC used
Twitter as a means 
of engagement 
with the target 
tweeting of
outputs beginning 
in May 2013 to 
potentially 
interested groups
including patient 
organizations and 
charities.

In January 2014, we 
reviewed
two discrete HSRIC Web 
site functions to consider
user-friendliness of the 
“Suggest a topic” page 
and the “Search
HSRIC” facility for HSRIC 
reports and outputs. 
HSRIC engaged
with a local, pre-existing 
patient group, the 
Birmingham
Rheumatology Research 
Patient partnership 
(R2P2), who
had previous experience 
of Web site related 
activities. In April
2014, facilitated by 
HSRIC, the Web site 
review focus group
(three members of R2P2) 
met...."Involving the 
public in a review of our 
Web site, through a focus
group approach, was 
generally successful with 
many insightful
comments made"

A transatlantic 
perspective on 20 
emerging issues in 
biological 
engineering

Advances in biological engineering are likely to have substantial impacts on global society. To explore these potential impacts we ran a horizon scanning exercise to capture a range 
of perspectives on the opportunities and risks presented by biological engineering. We first identified 70 potential issues, and then used an iterative process to prioritise 20 issues that 
we considered to be emerging, to have potential global impact, and to be relatively unknown outside the field of biological engineering. The issues identified may be of interest to 
researchers, businesses and policy makers in sectors such as health, energy, agriculture and the environment.

After merging duplicates, a total of 70 issue summaries were 
anonymized and circulated to all participants, who individually scored 
each issue according to its suitability (1-1000) as a horizon scanning 
issue. Suitability reflects a combination of plausibility, novelty, and 
potential impact on society in the medium to longer term future (up to 
20 years, as a guide ..."The first round scores were converted to 
standardised Z scores. That is, the mean and standard deviation of 
each individual’s set of scores were first calculated, then each item-
score in the set was standardised by subtracting the mean and 
dividing by the standard deviation. The resulting Z scores retain 
information about the distribution of magnitudes in the suitability 
scores and can be meaningfully aggregated across participants who 
have provided sets of scores with different means and variances. To 
explore divergence in scores across contributors, we analysed the inter-
rater concordance of raw scores from Round 1 with Kendall's W, and 
the rank correlation between individual participants with Spearman's 
rho." Issues in the original long list were ranked according to the 
average Z scores. Based on feedback during first-round scoring, one 
issue describing two distinct innovations was split into two, and two 
pairs of similar issues were each combined into one. Before finalising 
our short list of top-scoring issues, participants were given the 
opportunity to save issues that were about to be eliminated, if they 
wished to see them further discussed. Two issues were retained at 
this step, and one further issue was added later. A resulting short list 
of 34 remaining issues was taken forward for further discussion at the 
workshop

The Early 
Awareness and 
Alert System in 
Sweden: History 
and Current Status

INTRODUCTION: Over the past decades, early awareness and alert (EAA) activities and systems have gained importance and become a key early health technology assessment 
(HTA) tool. While a pioneer in HTA, Sweden had no national level EAA activities until 2010. We describe the evolution and current status of the Swedish EAA System. 
METHODS: This was a historical analysis based on the knowledge and experience of the authors supplemented by a targeted review of published and grey literature as well as 
documents relating to EAA activities in Sweden. Key milestones and a description of the current state of the Swedish EAA System are presented. 
RESULTS: Initiatives to establish a system for the identification and assessment of emerging health technologies in Sweden date back to the 1980s. In the 1990s, the Swedish 
Agency for HTA and Assessment of Social Services (SBU) supported the development of EuroScan as one of its founder members. In the mid-2000s, an independent regional 
initiative, driven by the Stockholm County Drug and Therapeutics Committee, resulted in the establishment of a regional horizon scanning function. By 2009, this work had expanded 
to a collaboration between the four biggest counties in Sweden. The following year it was further expanded to the national level and since then the Swedish EAA System has been 
carrying out identification, filtration and prioritization of new medicines, early assessment of the prioritized medicines, and dissemination of information. In 2015, the EAA System was 
incorporated into the Swedish national process for managed introduction and follow-up of new medicines. Outputs from the EAA System are now used to select new medicines for 
inclusion in this process. 
CONCLUSIONS: The Swedish EAA System started as a regional initiative and rapidly grew to become a national level activity. An important feature of the system today is its 
complete integration into the national process for managed introduction and follow-up of new medicines. The system will continue to evolve as a response both to the changing 
landscape of health innovations and to new policy initiatives at the regional, national and international level.

Medicines with an expected marketing authorization date in the coming few years are screened using the 
following filtration criteria: the patient population size; burden of disease; budget impact; anticipated clinical 
benefits; level of innovation; organizational impact; impact on treatment guidelines; safety aspects; level of 
interest from media and patient organizations; anticipated sub-optimal market uptake; and relevance from a 
legal, ethical and/or political aspect

level of innovation; unmet medical need; patient population; severity  of the disease; 
potential safety  aspects; media interest; budget impact; and need for changes to the 
structure of healthcare delivery  should the medicine be approved for use.

Affiliated experts such as clinical pharmacologists and clinicians provide additional guidance, for example by assessing unmet 
medical needs and helping to estimate the value of a new medicine compared to already existing treatment options….. Upon 
confirmation of filing with the regulatory authorities, the working group coordinator informs the working group member tasked to 
write that specific report. This working group member then contacts an assigned expert, most often a clinical pharmacologist or in 
some cases another clinician, who initiates the writing process. The four county councils take turns in writing the reports. 
Approximately 20 early assessment reports are produced per year.

The completed draft assessment report is shared within the working group for further input. The three other county council 
representatives facilitate an independent expert review of the assessment report within their respective county. All comments are 
then collated and implemented by the working group coordinator to produce the final early assessment repor

Components of the early assessment 
report.
Expert comment/opinion

Description of the medicine

Estimated time to approval

Clinical need and size of patient population

Who will prescribe the medicine

Current treatment alternatives

Clinical efficacy

Clinical observations/safety

Completed and ongoing studies

Other relevant medicines in the pipeline

Estimated cost

Clinical, service, and financial impact

Possibility to monitor utilization post-launch

Other markets

Sales arguments

Radar-an important 
tool for horizon 
scanning 
dissemination in 
Brazil

BACKGROUND: Radar is a web page hosted in â€œconitec.gov.brâ€�, the governmental website of National Committee for Health Technology Incorporation in the public health 
system (CONITEC). RADAR was created in 2014 July in order to disseminate the Horizon Scanning alerts and briefs that are elaborated by Brazilian Ministry of Health and partners. 
Horizon scanning is part of Health technology assessment (HTA) process and intent to predict which technologies have potential to impact health care and existing health-related 
technologies. 
OBJECTIVES: To measure the performance of RADAR in the dissemination of new and emerging technologies’ information within the Web page. 
METHODS: We have used metrics provided by Google Analytics as a clue of the RADAR visitors' behaviour. The parameters page view  and average session duration€� were 
considered for this exploratory analysis. We considered the accesses to RADAR that occurred between 01/01/2015 and 01/03/2017. 
RESULTS: There were registered more than 5000 accesses to RADAR in the analysis period. There were recorded 582 page views to RADAR in 2015, 1080 in 2016 and 152 in 2017. 
The average session duration ranged from 1'36â€ to 19'52â€. 
CONCLUSIONS: The grown of the amount of accesses along the time indicates that RADAR is an important toll to Horizon Scanning in Brazil. However, the results indicate that the 
strategies of dissemination must to be fortified.

 We have used metrics 
provided
by Google Analytics as a 
clue of the RADAR 
visitors’ behavior. The 
parameters
“pageview” and “average 
session duration” were 
considered

Horizon scanning in 
oncology-rapid 
scanning approach 
in Slovakia

OBJECTIVES: Horizon scanning is in place in many European countries, as well as outside of the Europe. Slovakia didn't formalize that approach yet, but extreme pressure on 
healthcare budget has resulted in the implementation of the pilot project. 
METHODS: Rapid scanning was chosen as the most appropriate method for the pilot project. Prioritisation meeting was held at Slovak Medical University. Experts chose the area for 
scanning, agreed on method and form. Subsequently, all pharmaceutical companies were contacted to report expected new oncological indication registration for already registered 
molecules or for newly developed molecules. Finally we completed the table report by a literature overview using systematic research from pre-selected sources. The selected period 
was years 2017- 2019. 
RESULTS: The report contained 31 molecules in 46 indications. 14 were already registered between 2012 and 2016. 4 new indications are expected the treatment of oncological 
diseases to molecules that are already registered. 18 new molecules were expected to be registered for the treatment of oncological diseases, 1 of them as the extension of the 
indication to the molecule, which is expected to be registered in 2017. 4 molecules reported new indications in the period after 2019. 3 already registered molecules were reported 
without time frame. The return of the questionnaires was 57%. The table was completed by 40 more molecules, 2 of them were excluded due to marketing authorization withdrawal 
and 15 were excluded due to inappropriate period. 
CONCLUSIONS: The report completed by the data from the search created the baseline for next steps - final prioritization based on burden of disease and potential impact on 
patients and budget impact. This shall result on planning of managed entry processes.

Climate research 
priorities for policy-
makers, 
practitioners, and 
scientists in
Georgia, USA.

https://rd.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00267-018-1051-4 Climate change has far-reaching effects on human and ecological systems, requiring collaboration across sectors and disciplines to determine effective responses. To inform regional 
responses to climate change, decision-makers need credible and relevant information representing a wide swath of knowledge and perspectives. The southeastern U. S. State of 
Georgia is a valuable focal area for study because it contains multiple ecological zones that vary greatly in land use and economic activities, and it is vulnerable to diverse climate 
change impacts. We identified 40 important research questions that, if answered, could lay the groundwork for effective, science-based climate action in Georgia. Top research 
priorities were identified through a broad solicitation of candidate research questions (180 were received). A group of experts across sectors and disciplines gathered for a workshop 
to categorize, prioritize, and filter the candidate questions, identify missing topics, and rewrite questions. Participants then collectively chose the 40 most important questions. This 
cross-sectoral effort ensured the inclusion of a diversity of topics and questions (e.g., coastal hazards, agricultural production, ecosystem functioning, urban infrastructure, and human 
health) likely to be important to Georgia policy-makers, practitioners, and scientists. Several cross-cutting themes emerged, including the need for long-term data collection and 
consideration of at-risk Georgia citizens and communities. Workshop participants defined effective responses as those that take economic cost, environmental impacts, and social 
justice into consideration. Our research highlights the importance of collaborators across disciplines and sectors, and discussing challenges and opportunities that will require 
transdisciplinary solutions.

A balanced expert group : " In an effort to ensure that a wide diversity of research 
priorities were addressed, we strategically
invited workshop participants to balance, to the best of our ability, sectoral, regional, 
disciplinary, and demographic characteristics across a group of approximately 40 
participants. The workshop participants (co-authors on this paper) represented a 
broad distribution of interests, expertise, sectors, career stages, and geographic 
locations (supplementary information Table S1), helping to ensure that a diverse 
range of candidate questions and that other important questions not represented in 
the candidate question pool were considered"..."The workshop followed the standard 
format (Sutherland et al. 2011), with an opening plenary that explained the 
Environmental Management context and workshop procedures, a series of nine 
breakoutsessions (three parallel sessions of three topically-oriented breakouts each), 
and a closing plenary where the list of Georgia’s 40 important research questions was 
finalized. During the breakout sessions, participants considered groups of 12–16 
candidate questions and identified two primary and two back-up questions for further 
discussion in the final plenary session. Breakout group participants were free to 
combine submissions, to draw core ideas from candidate questions and reword them, 
or to propose entirely new questions. At the plenary, a discussion among all 
workshop participants narrowed the list of candidate questions to a final list of 40 
questions."

Strategic foresight, 
leadership, and the 
future of rural 
healthcare staffing 
in the United 
States.

This article uses a strategic foresight tool, megatrends, to examine forces influencing long-term healthcare staffing in the rural United States. Two megatrends-exponential advances 
in science and technology and the continued evolution of the decentralized global marketplace-will influence and ultimately help shape the future of rural  healthcare. Successful 
health ecosystems of the future will need to be customer-driven, more affordable, and tech-savvy. Successful evolution in an era of continuous change will require a blend of 
intentional engagement with stakeholders, strategic foresight, and future-focused leadership. More research is needed to fully understand not only the challenges of rural healthcare 
but also the emerging opportunities.

Megatrends "Megatrends can be defined as 
global shifts that influence society, the 
economy, and the environment and serve as 
strategic foresight tools that can be used to 
plan for the future.10"

Toward sustainable 
environmental 
quality: Identifying 
priority research 
questions
for Latin America.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5947661/ The Global Horizon Scanning Project (GHSP) is an innovative initiative that aims  to identify important global environmental quality research needs. Here we report
20 key research questions from Latin America (LA). Members of the Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) LA and other scientists from LA were asked to 
submit research questions that would represent priority needs to address in the region. One hundred questions were received, then partitioned among categories, examined, and 
some rearranged during a workshop in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Twenty priority research questions were subsequently identified. These research questions included developing, 
improving, and harmonizing across LA countries methods for 1) identifying contaminants and degradation products in complex matrices (including biota); 2) advancing prediction of 
contaminant risks and effects in ecosystems, addressing lab-to-field extrapolation challenges, and understanding complexities of multiple
stressors (including chemicals and climate change); and 3) improving management and regulatory tools toward achieving sustainable development. Whereas environmental 
contaminants frequently identified in these key questions were pesticides, pharmaceuticals, endocrine disruptors or modulators, plastics, and
nanomaterials, commonly identified environmental challenges were related to agriculture, urban effluents, solid wastes, pulp and paper mills, and natural extraction activities. 
Several interesting research topics included assessing and preventing pollution impacts on conservation protected areas, integrating environment and health assessments, and 
developing strategies for identification, substitution, and design of less hazardous chemicals (e.g., green chemistry). Finally, a recurrent research need included developing an 
understanding of differential sensitivity of regional species and ecosystems to environmental contaminants and other stressors. Addressing these critical questions will support 
development of long-term strategic research efforts to advance more sustainable environmental quality and protect public health and the environment in LA. Integr Environ Assess 
Manag 2018;14:344-357. © 2018 The Authors. Integrated Environmental Assessment and Management published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. on behalf of Society of Environmental 
Toxicology & Chemistry (SETAC).

A 2018 Horizon 
Scan of Emerging 
Issues for Global 
Conservation and 
Biological
Diversity.

participants also indicated whether they had heard of the issue, and 
the proportion of participants’ awareness was used to indicate wider 
awareness or novelty of the issue, and hence to influence the final 
scoring. To counteract the possibility of scoring fatigue, or unconscious 
differences in scoring of issues near the start and end of a long list 
[18], we developed two versions of the list in which the order of 
issues was changed, and distributed each version to half of the 
participants.

Integrating horizon 
scanning and 
strategic risk 
prioritisation using 
a weight of 
evidence 
framework to 
inform policy 
decisions

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2016.04.040 Poor connection between data on emerging issues and credible policy decisions continues to challenge governments, and is only likely to grow as demands on time and resources 
increase. Here we summarise recent efforts to integrate horizon scanning and risk prioritisation approaches to better connect emerging issues to the political discourse on 
environmental and food-related issues. Our categorisation of insights including potential future risks and opportunities to inform policy discussions has emerged from a structured 
three-year programme of horizon scanning for a UK pan-governmental futures partnership led by the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra). Our efforts to 
integrate horizon scanning and risk prioritisation, utilising a qualitative weight of evidence framework, has created a systematic process for identifying all signals of potential future 
change with significant impact for the strategic mission and underlying values of policy actors. Our approach encourages an exploration of factors out of the control of organisations, 
recognising that resilience depends on the flexibility of management strategies and the preparedness to deal with a variety of unexpected outcomes. We discuss how this approach 
addresses key cultural and evaluative challenges that policy actors have had in embedding horizon scanning in evidence-based policy processes, and suggest further developments 
to build confidence in the use of horizon scanning for strategic planning.

information gathered from the web is cross-referenced with the acadeic and non-academic literature through expert review, using a weight of evidence framework. Selecting a wide range of experts: 
heterogeneous grouping, expertise, interestm familiarity and commitment to process.  

beyond 10 years: long-term 
planning. A time horizon 
provided to indicate when an 
emerging issue is likely to have 
an impact. 

Semi-quantitative assessment: utilizing expert imput through Delphi approaches, incorporates a risk prioritization 
technique that filters issues in terms of importance. 

strategic risk analysis; risk-based framework. Integrating elements of risk 
assessment and risk prioritization. 

take the issues forward into policy 
information by sythesizing meaningful 
clusters that are linked to decision-making 
structures. Identifying individual policy level 
and also cross-cutting issues that may have 
an impact at the meta-policy level. 

How can health 
systems prepare 
for new and 
emerging health 
technologies? The 
role of horizon 
scanning revisited

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0266462318000363 OBJECTIVES: For many years, several health technology assessment (HTA) agencies scanned the horizon to identify health technologies that were safe, effective and offer value for 
money. However, there is limited evidence regarding its impact. The role of horizon scanning in preparing health systems for the uptake of new and emerging health technologies 
was discussed during the 2018 HTA International (HTAi) Global Policy Forum Meeting. 
METHODS: Reflection of the discussion between seventy-two senior representatives from for-profit, not-for-profit organizations, and HTAi leadership. It was informed by a 
background paper, and presentations from four invited experts and seventeen Policy Forum members. 
RESULTS: Current horizon scanning systems (HSS) mainly identify health technologies in the late stage of development, aiming to inform topic selection for HTA. Areas for 
improvement included the need for a clearer definition of the end user(s), purpose, scope, and focus of HSS, the long-term full health system effects, including all relevant 
stakeholders as early as possible, and considering smart data systems and international collaboration to improve HSS's efficiency. The way in which HSS could be further optimized 
and better shaped to prepare health systems was also discussed and good practice examples were presented. 
CONCLUSIONS: HSS have not yet reached their full potential in preparing health systems. To improve the current situation, the HTA community could act as convenors, bringing 
together all relevant stakeholders and providing the information that decision makers need. This would require a new, more integrative approach to define and use HSS and HTA, 
and requires new skills.

EU-IN https://docs.eudra.org/webtop/drl/objectId/090142b283eb31b6 Systems like Journal Watch is used to 
scan on various topics in main scientific 
journals

Research 
infrastructures/netwo
rks e.g. Technology 
transfer centres, 
research hopsitals

Interviews (KOL) all staff are encouraged to submit topics of potential interest via a dedicated form designed to capture some basic information in relation to the product / technology of interest regular 
interaction with 
funding agencies

Need for regulatory/scientific support in view of expected problems 
related to product development (scientific, regulatory, strategic, 
financial…Expected regulatory impact ...;Relevant knowledge and 
expertise available or not within the agency;Relevance to existing 
strategic priorities;L

Description of innovation, potential applications of the 
innovation, current stage of development, 
appropriateness of current regulatory frameworks and 
guidance, researchers and manufacturers exploring the 
potential of the innovation, current knowledge and 
expertise within the agency, next steps and 
recommendations 

management board

EMA Sources The WHO's International 
Clinical Trials Registry 
Platform (ICTRP)

European Patent Office

Reviewing the 
effectiveness of UK 
drug horizon 
scanning efforts & 
the production of 
nice commentary 
along therapeutic 
specialties

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2017.08.1782 OBJECTIVES: The National Institute for Health Research Innovation Observatory is responsible for notifying the National Institute for Health & Clinical Excellence (NICE) of new drugs & indications prior to market authorisation 
(MA). This constitutes the first step in NICE's topic selection, and the desired notification period is 600 days for new drugs, 450 for new indications. This research aims to explore the success of previous horizon scanning at 
meeting notification requirements as well as the speed at which NICE commentary was produced. 
METHODS: All publically available NIHR horizon briefs between 2006 and Q12017 were collated and segmented by prospecialty area. Of the resulting 1060 briefings, 223 were examined across 5 distinct specialties. The product, 
briefed indication, and notification date were identified, and the pertaining MA status within the United Kingdom and availability of NICE commentary were determined for each product & briefed indication. Resulting 
notification & commentary time periods were compared across product, specialty and label groups.
RESULTS: 114/223 of the examined products were authorised (or likely soon to be authorised) in the UK for their briefed indications. The average notification period across all specialties was ∼790 days for new drugs (85/114) 
and ∼640 days for new indications (29/114). For all relevant drugs with NICE commentary (99/114), the average period between MA and commentary was ∼500 days. Clear differences in average notification & commentary 
periods were seen between specialties (e.g. 20/21 Infectious Disease products had quicker-than-average commentary periods). 
CONCLUSIONS: For both new drugs & indications, the average notification period was significantly better than required, but differences between products & specialties indicate that improvements across groups can be made. 
Likewise, differences in average commentary periods also suggest that efficiencies might be gleaned from certain specialty areas, though the precise cause of these differences (beyond the mere impact of the specialty group) 
would require further elucidation.

The multi-criteria 
decision analysis in 
the priority setting 
of emerging 
medicines

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2017.08.2431 OBJECTIVES: To describe an approach to set priority of emerging medicines for Horizon Scanning in the Brazilian National Health System (SUS, in Portuguese). 
METHODS: The priority setting consisted in obtaining the preferences of eight stakeholders (physicians and pharmacists) members of a National Committee, related to three medicines: carfilzomib for relapsed multiple myeloma; 
nivolumab for unresectable or metastatic melanoma; and palbociclib for advanced breast cancer with estrogen receptor positive and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 negative (HER2). The Interactive Multi-Criteria 
Decision Making method (TODIM, in Portuguese) was applied to reveal the individual preferences and the fuzzy aggregation functions to obtain the group preferences. The stakeholders received, in advance, a summary of the 
available trials outcomes of each medicine and the description of the seven previously defined priority criteria to be used in the priority setting process. A special form was created to register the weight for each criteria and 
the preferences of the alternatives per criteria. Bespoken software was applied to calculate the preferences.
RESULTS: The grouṕs rank order was: nivolumab, palbociclib and carfilzomib. The most relevant criteria was safety, taking in account the weakness of evidence about efficacy and the percentages of adverse events reported by 
the clinical trials for nivolumab (9,0%; 34,0% e 43,5%), palbociclib (58,6%) and carfilzomib (58,6% e 83,7%), respectively. 
CONCLUSIONS: This approach allowed to ensure transparency, participation of different stakeholders and consistency in the decision process.
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